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"4 Wednesday and Thursday
will be the last chance for se-
niors to have their cap and gown
measurements taken at the
bookstore.
The Campus Affairs show
will have a special edition to-
day on Greek life and its role on
campus. The show airs at its
usual time, from 4 to 5 p.m., on
WCWS 90.9.
V The Great Decisions lec
lure series continues with
Marian Miller's assessment of
"Population Policy and the Poli-
tics of Scarcity." The talk will
take place Tuesday at 7:30 p.m
in Scheldt; Gault.
V The College is one of 12
schools to receive support from
the Keck Geology Consortium,
sponsored by the W.M. Keck
Foundation of Los Angeles.
V Tomorrow night from 8 to
1 1 p.m., the Scot Highland
Dancers will sponsor a Celtic
Ceiliah. Cost for students is $2
The Fabulous
Features
Valentine's Day
Special itcotsr &:
tmd eaeAr oAef.
JThis week only," .j
your favorite, X ";
Voice section is a ..
pull-ou- t. Carry it .
; everywhere on :l
i this special .;' '
dayiofdays! ; ;
WooWeather:
TOO DARNED
COLD FOR
THESE
SOUTHERNERS!
Marks, final VPAA
candidate, speaks
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Robert B. Marks, the College's
final candidate for the position of
vice president for academic afTairs,
met with 14 students Monday
evening at the Wooster Inn. Marks
discussed his experiences as a pro-
fessor and an administrator, an-
swered questions regarding curricu-
lum and faculty, and commented on
the role of student input on the
College's operations. "In virtually
all aspects of the life of a college I
think students ought to have a real
voice," Marks said. He is currently
a professor of history but has previ-
ously held the positions of execu-
tive vice president, vice president
for academic affairs and dean of the
faculty at Whittier College in Cali-
fornia.
Marks shared his impressions of
the College's independent study pro-
gram early in the discussion. "I
think it is a tremendous achieve-
ment, one that may be unique in
higher education for a faculty to
have an academic program which
lasts for 50 years," he said.
He also praised the bond it pro-
vides to all Wooster students. "There
are 50 years of Scots joined by this
common experience, and ifyou think
about life in contemporary America,
what other col lege, what other group
ofpeople, have this experience draw-
ing people together from around the
world?" he said.
He believes I.S. should be a major
selling point for the College. There
are various ways ofgetting Wooster
into the public eye. Clearly, the
fiftieth anniversary of I.S. coming
up next year is a tremendous oppor-
tunity," he said. He said that the
College's public relations depart-
ment and President Hales are "do-
ing some good things," and men-
tioned that he watched the "Good
Morning America" segment about
the College's bagpipers on his
United Airlines flight from L.A.
to Chicago. He also stressed the
important role students and alumni
can have in promoting the Col-
lege, encouraging the students
present to talk about Wooster and its
strengths with others, rather than
simply saying, "It's a small college
in Ohio."
Marks said he could not comment
specifically on Wooster's First -- Year
Seminar program, since he was not
familiar enough with it yet, but that
-- he had experience with a similar
program at Whittier College. He
said Whittier had faced the chal
lenge of providing a common
experience for entering students
without forcing faculty to teach
from a common syllabus.
Whittier's solution was to give
students the freedom to pick a
seminar based on a topic they
had an interest in, and to have "a
couple of convocations to bring
all students together."
Since Wooster's FYS pro-
gram has previously been cen-
tered around a mulliculturalism
and diversity theme, students
asked Marks to comment on the
role such issues should have in a
college's curriculum, and
whether there should be a
multiculturalism course require-
ment "My own view is that it's
important for people to under
stand others, to experience differ-
ences, to be tolerant of differences
and that should be one of the most
important objectives of a quality
education at Wooster," he said.
He expressed caution about add-
ing any more requirements to an
already full load of required
courses. "Anything added on re-
duces the freedom of choice in
other courses," he said. He said he
hoped that diversity "would be
considered in context of
coursework overall, not necessar-
ily an add-on- ."
Marks was also asked to com-
ment on the qualities he looks for
when hiring new faculty. "I think
faculty ought to have two things ...
a fire in the gut to know more about
the world than they currently know
and the desire to share that with
students," he said. "I think the first
thing that should be expected is that
you are an effective teacher. That
should be the gate, the primary
hurdle. Above that, college's
should expect all faculty to be
scholars," he said.
He advocated expanding the usual
definition of faculty scholarship.
"Faculty can be scholars of teach-
ing. How is it students learn best?
What have I learned in my class-
room? ... Write that up and submit
that to journals on teaching," he
said. He also mentioned encourag-
ing faculty to apply their scholar-
ship locally, such as a geology pro-
fessor assessing the quality of the
local water supply.
Marks had several ideas on the
issue of tenure, although he pref-
aced his comments by stating that
please see MARKS ON
TENURE, GREEKS, page 2
.
photo by Eric Bakken
Former Nicaraguan ambassador Francisco Campbell spoke to
several groups during his visit to campus on Thursday. Here, he
addresses "Sustainable Development." Campbell, previously
active in the Sandistina Government, now holds the position of
Vice-Rect- or at the URUCCAN University in Nicaragua.
Funding questions
for Council and SGA
Men's Volleyball brings upfine points
SUSAN LEEM
DAWN PACKER
On Tuesday, Campus Council
heard a request for funds from one
of several organizations which will
be ineligible for funds from SGA
after this semester. Speaking on
behalf of Club Men's Volleyball,
Travis Neiman '98 said, "I'm here
to see if you would be willing to
amend your rules regarding club
sport funding and support. Be-
cause SGA has made significant
changes in their funding process,
they are no longer able to support us
in the next year." Council currently
does not fund academic or athletic
organizations.
Though SGA does not have any
stipulations on sports teams, there
are two other regulations that have
made men's volleyball ineligible.
Addressing the first, SGA President
Stephen Penrod '97 said, "Any or-
ganization over two years oid that
can apply to Campus Council
should."
The volleyball team also violates
SGA's gender equity stipulation.
The team has been fighting for var-
sity status, in which case they
would receive funding from the
college, but has been refused by
the college's Title IX policy.
Council Chair DonnellWyche '97
suggestedthat Council obtain a bet-
ter understanding of Title DC and its
relation to funding. Next week.
Women's Athletic Director Brenda
Meese will discuss the regulation
with Council.
Wyche would also like to meet
with President Stan Hales to see if
the volleyball team could be directed
to the athletic department. "I don't
want any organization to be disen-
franchised," Wyche said.
One suggestion raised was that a
committee- - probably originating in
the athletic department be formed
to oversee and fund club sports,
relieving both governmental asso-
ciations of the task. In coming
weeks, a "funding summit" between
Council, SGA and the Wooster Vol-
unteer Network will "draw lines for
who goes where for what," said SGA
Senator Jim Morse '97.
Wednesday, SGA reapproved
their budget for a total of $10,420
after adding $800 to Ujamaa's ac-
count. Please see the SGA funding
box on page 3 for all other group
allocations.
Senator Jim Morse '97 was
improperly identified as the head
of FAC in an SGA article last
week. The committee head is
Treasurer Sarah Kruse '99.
TheVoice regrets the error.
News February 14, 1997
Briefs VPAA
CAMPUS
-- Discussion has arisen as to the position of the Scot Pipe Band within the
music department and as a campus entity. SGA Senator Pat Watts 99
expressed interest in drafting a letter to head piper Tim Cummings '97,
President Stan Hales and the music department expressing the support of
the organization as well as the greater student body for the pipers. "They've
done a lot for us," Watts said, "and they deserve a lot more than they're
getting."
Since the pipe band is not recognized as a separate entity, it is unable to
reserve practice time in Scheide, although at every major event where there
are parents running around, there are pipers," said Senator Jim Morse "97.
Other senators pointed out the lack ofan instructor, noting that every other
instrument in the Scot band has access to professional teaching, and the fact
that without a qualified evaluator, music-maj- or pipers cannot give senior
recitals. They should at least make exceptions for these people," Warts
said, "if they can't give them a teacher."
INTERNATIONAL
Croat gunmen this week fired on 200 Muslims visiting a cemetery on a
religious holiday, killing one person, wounding many and jeopardizing a
key area of the peace. International officials and witnesses said the incident
started when Muslims approached a cemetery on the Croat-hel- d west side
of Mostar to honor the dead at the end of Ramadan, the Muslim holy month.
The Croats started stoning them and then opened fire with weapons," said
U.N-
- spokesman Alexander Ivanko. Nezdad Imamovic. a doctor in the
hospital on the Muslim east side of Mostar. said a 64-ye- ar old man was
killed and 2 1 people were wounded. Croat Police Chief Marko Radic said
18 policemen were hurt, three of them seriously. It was unclear how they
were injured. Croat doctors reported only four injuries. A curfew was
imposed from 7 p.m. Monday to 6 a m. Tuesday. Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic said he did not believe senior Croat officials who have posts in
the federation and the overall Bosnian government were involved in the
violence. "But local Croat warlords most definitely are," he said, "If the
federation is a success, they will lose their positions and power." The
fighting occurred as both sides were celebrating religious festivals. For
Muslims, it was the end of the holy month of Ramadan. For Roman
Catholic Croats, carnivals precede the start of Lent.
By accepting Congress authority to replace her with an interim presi-
dent, Rasalia Arteaga has headed off a crisis that threatened to worsen
Ecuador's political instability, her advisors said this week. She had earlier
challenged the terms of her emergency appointment and insisted that she
would step down only when the constitution was amended. Arteaga
ascended from Ecuador's vice presidency to the top position following the
Congressional dismissal of President Abdala Bucaram for "mental inca-
pacity." Under an agreement engineered by the military. Arteaga was to fill
the presidency only until legislators could elect an interim president, who
in turn would call new elections. Since the start of the crisis, Arteaga has
maintained that under Ecuador's constitution, the vice president is the
successor to the president. Interior Minister Gil Barragan said that if
Congress intends toelect an interim president they would have to amend the
constitution that currently makes no mention of an interim leader. The
measure that put Arteaga temporarily in power says the interim president
must be chosen with a simple majority of Congress' 82 seats.
Campus brief compiled by Dawn Packer. Interna briefs compiled
by Allen Ward, with information wyNew York Times.
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SUSAN WinMOCK
The search for a new vice presi-
dent for academic affairs took a step
nearer completion this week, as the
last finalist was brought to campus
for his interviews with faculty, ad-
ministration, staff and students. The
Faculty Search Committee will be
making its recommendation to Presi-
dent Hales sometime early next
week, according to Larry Stewart,
chair of the committee. Hales will
then begin negotiations with the can-
didate of his choice before present-
ing his decision to the faculty-at-larg- e
for their advisory vote to the
trustees.
The faculty may be voting as soon
as the first faculty meeting in March.
The final decision cannot be made
until the trustees make their vote,
which could be during either their
meeting in early April or in mid-Jun- e.
"I think we had very good candi-
dates," said Stewart. "One really
simply can never predict any search.
As with a presidential election, you
know the results of it when the per
Commiinicatiori opportunities
MAX WILSON
Professor of Communication
Denise Bostdorff feels that many
people have preconceived notions
of what the study of communication
entails. A week long series of events
promoting the discipline ofcommu-
nication will begin Monday, featur-
ing events designed to increase
awareness. "The goal of Communi-
cation Week." Bostdorff said, "is to
try to increase awareness and un-
derstanding of communication as
a discipline in both its study and it
practice."
The third annual public speaking
workshop, will begin at 7 p.m. on
Monday night in Lowry 1 19. De-
signed to help anyone interested ia
public speaking, this workshop can
Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who know survivors
of sexual assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Marian Cropp
Richard Figge
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Shila Garg
Carroll Meyer
Mary Young
son is on campus and begins per-
forming hisher duties. You then
see the kinds of benefits that the,
college gets based on that person's
strengths or additions." he said.
Four candidates were brought to;
1 campus during the last three weeks
; for interviews: Richard Guarasci,
dean of Hobart College, who with-
drew to accept the position of pro-
vost at Wagner College; Barbara
Hetrick. vice president of the Mary-
land Independent College and
versity Association: R 'Jri-c- e
Douglass, dean of the : -- ulty fjt
Georgetown College at Geo. g-to- wn
University; and Robert. B. Marks,
professor of history at Whittier Col-
lege (see article, page 1).
In her Jan. 30 interview with stu-
dents, Hetrick commented on fac-
ulty: "They have to demonstrate that
they've been excellent teachers,";
multiculturalism: "My scholarly in-
terests are race, class and gender.
These issues are my personal pas-
sion."; diversity: "It is most impor-
tant to hire a diverse faculty before
hiringadiversestudentpopulauon, ;
and national recognition: "To be a
be particularly helpful to seniors
preparing, to give LS. presentations.
Students will actively participate by
doing speeches which will then be
critiqued by communication profes-
sors and majors.
Also on Monday, there will be a
table in Lowry during the lunch and
dinner hours staffed by communi-
cation majors. Brochures and ca-
reer guides will be available for any-
one interested in communications
as well as communication students
to answer questions and give advice
concerning their field.
During the alumni forum on Tues-
day at 7 p.m. in the Lean Lecture
Hall, three former communication
majors, now in three different
fessioos, will speak about their fields.
Erin Grimm, a speech-langua- ge pa--
Hygeia x2319
Gault Alumni Center x2 1 66
Kauke 238 x2307
Kauke7 x2371
Kauke 8 x2256
Taylor 106 x2586
Westminster Church House x2398
Kauke 132 x2347
Students may also contact the College
counselors at x2319 or the Campus Minister at
x2558. to report an assault, contact the
Wooster City Police at 9-9- 11 (emergencies) or
264-333- 3, or Security at x2590
little self-servin- g, I'm very active in
a lot of national associations and
projects." Hetrick was formerly vice
president and dean of academic af-
fairs at Hood College in Frederick.
Md., from 1985-199- 5. and had
served as a sociology professor there
since 1973. She has a doctorate, in
sociology from the University of
Maryland (1979).
In his Feb. 3 interview with stu-
dents, Douglass commented on I.S.:
"I think it is at this point one of the
strengths of this institution. I'm not
convinced however, that I.S. in ex-
actly the form it is is the last word,";
faculty research: The teaching load
at Wooster I think is incompatible
with a serious scholarly agenda,";
multiculturalism: "Any educated
person should have a reasonably
informed encounter with another
culture."; and national recognition:
"I think Wooster has a tendency to
be understated in presenting itself.
In a way, that's a virtue." Douglass
has taught in Georgetown's depart-
ment of government since 1973. He
has a doctorate in political science
from Duke University (1973).
thologist for the AshlandWayne
county schools, Andrew Gardner,
an attorney at the law firm of
McDonald, Hopkins, and Burke, and
Ming Chang, a sales manager for
the Invacare Corporation, will share
how they applied what they learned
at Wooster.
Communication Week will also
promote an aspect of the communi-
cation department of which few are
aware, the study of communication
sciences and disorders, a field that
deals with speech, language and
hearing problems. Dr. Donald
Goldberg, professor of communica-
tions, hopes that Communication
Week will make people aware of the
fact that there are two distinct dis-
ciplines of study within the de-
partment.
Ending the week will be a bowl-a-th- on
for the American Cancer So-
ciety. Interested students should
sign up at the communication table
in Lowry Center.
GOOD
WEEKLY
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processing mail for national
company! Free supplies,
postage! No selling' Bonuses!
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Ayanna Williams '99 received advice and information from Elizabeth Crane, a Reiki practitioner from
Columbus, during Hygeia's Health Fair yesterday. The event was designed to make students aware of
issues in mental and physical health and also of the information available on campus and within the
community. Topics included nutrition, AIDS awareness, alcoholism and child abuse.
Race, class, gender and sexuality
ALLEN WARD
In order to address issues of inter-
est to the campus, such as race, class,
gender, and sexuality, a group of
concerned students is conducting
weekly meetings in Luce lounge on
Thursday evenings at 9 p.m. This
week's topic was "Prejudice in the
Judicial System in the Wake of the
OJ. Simpson Trial."
The group was begun by several
students, including Ebony Green '97
and Mieka Vandersall '98, to talk
about diversity and to propose insti-
tutional changes. According to
Green they were concerned "about
the SGA funding meeting and that
The Wooster Gameplayers
a?ame
for the
years.
dialogue was not taking place in
class." Green added that faculty
members were concerned about the
close-mindedne- ss and division they
were finding in class, and that "the
group began by attempting to get
policy." The group outlined their
goals in a letter to the members of
the Board of Trustees: "We as stu-
dents at the College of Wooster,
believe issues of race, class, gender
and sexuality are not dealt with at
the college in a satisfactory manner.
We seek a permanent place, reflec-
tive of these values, for action on
these in the core curriculum, .poli-
cies of the college, and forums. We
realize that achievement ofour goals
Live Action vampire:
The Masqueraae
has been restarted
first time in three
Ml interested should show up
in Kauke lower
Sundays at 6p.m.
or call Dana Benson (x3832).
All welcome.
No experience necessary.
photo by Matt Anderson
depends upon open discussion be-
tween trustees, administrator, fac-
ulty, staff, and students. We vow to
continue until our voices, are heard
and our goals achieved."
The focus of the group has solidi-
fied this semester. "Originally we
saw problems at the college," said
Malcolm Meyer. "We wanted to
change the college for the better in
order to get ... ideas discussed and
understood. Last year was a brain-
storming period ... we got a lot of
ideas ... now we've decided in order
to make any kind ofchanges we first
have to have discussions about race,
class, and gender."
Marie Salupo '00 added. "We
LibraryACS
Training
Schedule
Feb. 17-2- 0
Monday Modem Access to
the VAX
4-- 5 p.m. Taylor 209
Tuesday Intro, to
ClarisWorks
4-5:- 30 p.m. Taylor 209
Wednesday Web Browsing
4-5:- 30 p.m. Taylor 209
Thursday Pine and Lynx
4-5:- 30 p.m.-Tay- lor 209
Please call x2244
to register for classes
SGA Funding Results
Psychology Club
Babcock International Program
Pueblo de Esperanza
SMAAC
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
GLBA
ECOS
Club Men's Volleyball
VIEW
Men of Harambee
NSSLHA
SADD
NOOR
Images
Outdoor Club
Dream House
Ujamaa
Wooster Gameplayers
Women In Science
Sciences and Humanities Program
Total
discussion
wanted to practice what we
preached before we went, to the
institution ... the discussions are just
the beginning. We want ...to get a
new perspective."
"College is really good at telling
us and showing us issues ... but we
don't sit down and dialogue ... un-
less its with someone just like us,"
said Becca Barnes '99. "We want to
provide a place where people can
process what is going on around
them. We're hoping enough dif-
ferent people will come so that not
just one side of the issue will be
-- shown."
The group plans to have discus-
sions of specific issues alternating
Marks on tenure, Greeks
continued from page 1
he did not want to imply thatwhat he
had done at Whittier would be appli-
cable to Wooster. One program at
Whittier which he described is a
student advisory council within each
major which discusses "everything
from curriculum to tenure."
In the case of tenure decisions,
the chair of the council drafts an
advisory letter which is then signed
by the other members of the council.
Faculty members being considered
for tenure are also asked to provide
25 names of students who can be
approached by the selection com-
mittee for input.
He said that although he has been
tenured for sixteen years, he still
participates in periodic reviews. "I
don't mind that. I think it's appro
109.75
290.00
275.00
210.00
285.00
330.00
655.00
890.00
50.00
2075.00
425.00
235.00
728.50
428.75
1900.00
180.00
800.00
28.00
300.00
225.00
10420.00
promoted
with preparation for and discussion
of possible actions regarding insti-
tutional and policy changes. Myers
said, "The format for the meetings
now are having discussions and the
next week deciding what we can
do." Jennifer Nader '98 raise the
possibility of "bringing in outside
speakers" and said that the group
should be "constantly raising ques-
tions." Green added, "We may have
more than one discussion each
week."
"The group is not just a group,"
Salupo said. "It's supposed to en-
compass all the students of the cam-
pus ... anyone is welcome to come.
We want everyone's input."
priate," he said.
Marks responded to a question on
handling the difficulties of limited
resources by explaining the need for
all decisions to be defensible. "The
decision can not be arbitrary or ca-
pricious. I think it erodes trust.
Everything we do has to be clearly
defensible," he said.
He stated that there has to be prior
criteria for the decision established.
as well as a clear understanding ot
what process will be followed to
reach that decision.
Students asked Marks tocommeni
on Greek life. He said that the bond-thos- e
groups provide can be benefi-
cial. "So the issue ofexclusivity anc
initiation rituals is not the issue
Where I draw the line is at hazing,"
he said. "The degradation of per--.
sons for any reason is wrong."
Wooster Insight
Student apathy is an issue many students feel themselves divided on in
opinion. The following is a point counterpoint series regarding this issue,
representing the dichotomy of opinion of the editorial board.
Everybody should be doing it
Wooster has over 70 organizations, all hosting their own events,
which explains why The Pot is always full and why the Lowry walls are
plastered with posters. Since we cannot attend them all, we choose to
attend those events closest to us. When an organization sponsors a
lecture series, its members inevitably comprise most of the audience.
These events are advertised campus-wid- e, but because students are so
busy within theirown organizations, they are hard-presse- d to attend any
events offered by the 69 other organizations. So just attend one. Attend
one party, gathering, lecture, round-tabl- e discussion or meeting that you
normally would not attend. Rearrange you schedule to free up an hour
or so. Go to see a lecturer even if you're not in the special interest group
that he or she is speaking about. Co to hear a band concert or a recital
even if you don't know any of the students performing. Make campus-wid- e
activities more interesting by attending just one. One a semester,
one a week, one a year or one in the four years before you graduate. No
obligation to go another one that is. unless you want to.
Enough is enough
In the busy circles of this campus, there is a saying that 1 0 percent of
this school does 90 percent of the work. If you look at the registers of
the big influential groups on Wooster. there is a tremendous amount of
carryover. The same small group seems to do everything, running from
meeting to meeting from sunup to sundown. These students have an
alarming tendency to sleep during class and sleepwalk through the halls
of Kauke, only waking up to hang another three thousand posers or
sponsor another lecture. Schoolwork seems like nothing compared to
the organizations these students are running, and the fabled joys of
college fall away in the glare of frantic activity. The older generation
likes to say that college students are lazy, that they do nothing, and that
they spend all their days sleeping and "chilling out." This might be true
for that big lazy 90 percent, but the other 10 spend all their days in
committee. To that 10 percent: stop. Take a deep breath. The Voice docs
not advise abandoning those organizations that need you so desper-
ately, but there is a time and a place for everything, and that includes
time to breathe. If you don't do everything every time automatically,
maybe one of the 90 percent will pitch in Do the campus a favor. Go
home and go to bed.
These views represent the majority view of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views oj tne enure siajj.
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Viewpoints February 14, 1997
On ashes, Lent, and women's studies
I scent the first twelve years of my
life in Catholic schools, which means
that I still have a plaid aversion
(Mht
Kristen Demaline au- -
i c i a
Silverstone turned trendy was re-
quired attire in high school) and I
have to resist the urge to say, --yes,
sister" to conservatively attired fe-
male teachers, Aswecontinueintothe
busy portion of the admissions sea-
son, I recall my own initial reactions
to campus as a prospective as well as
a first-yea- r. Guys??In5cuwi? What
the hell arethey doing here?" So.
myself and my other alumna of all-fem- ale
high schools had a bit of an
intellectual problem of sorts to over-
come: the addition of the "Y" chro-
mosome. Then there is the dearth of
crucifixes, required attendance atMass
and Reconciliation, instead of free-flowi- ng
pro-choi- ce and, shall we say,
vulgar language in the classroom.
(Few, ifany, T-- bombs" were dropped
in tenth grade theology.)
All of this is neither here nor there,
however. I thought of this mostly due
Wanting more than spoonfuls of sugar
Lines can be a good thing. We like
to be fed a spoonful of sugar, and there
is nothing like something sweet to
Sarah Fenske feaiiy. -
ally good
about ourselves. Anytime we are told
what we want to hear, weare left with
a high self-estee- m and high spirits.
Alas, sometimes we need more than
lines. Sometimes truth is more impor-
tant than amicable agreement, and
eventually, when that line of bs. runs
dry, we wish had been told something
real in the first place. Being endlessly
agreed with makes us feel patronized,
and we find ourselves craving some-
thing true, something disagreeable.
to the arri val ofLent with Ash Wednes
day last week. I also think of it due to
my participation in women's studies,
which in many cases covers topics
and literature probably anathema to
any good Benedictine. Be that as it
may, however, it's been an enlighten-
ing experience, and one which I am
pleased to have had for the most part.
Women's studies has, among other
things, led me to consider the place of
holidays such as Valentine's Day in
our culture. While the holiday was
initially celebrated in honor of a saint,
it has since evolved into a Hallmark
orgy of material-heterosexual-is- m.
Not that I don't think it's lovely and
romantic and all that. But Valentine's
Day poses too many philosophical
problems for me to wax poetic on its
merits. I don't write this to incite a
pithy reply from a reader in the midst
of a loving relationship who sees me
as a bitter, hard-u- p feminist Frankly.
I don't think that getting up for break-
fast exceedingly early is a good idea
(for someone like me, ingesting food
prior to around noon brings on ner-
vous fits), and that's not even touch--
maybe even something painfully hon
est Relationships based on kitsch
inevitably leave a bad aftertaste.
The same concept applies to ad-
ministrations. When hiring, a vener-
able academic institution like ours
could pick the candidate who flatters
and supports everything we support
The candidate could offer vague plans
to make the changes that he feels his
audience would support The candi-
date could laugh a lot and concur a lot
This would be the feel-goo- d candi-
date, and though such a person would
make a decent vice president, wecould
do better.
Is this institution's collective self
esteem so low that we must choose
ins the whole eift dilemna. (What can
I get himher that is appropriate for
how longshort we have been dating
talkingarguingdoin the horizontal
tango which is cheaper than a year at
Woostera dozen long-stemm- ed red
rosesa bottle ofAstiall of the above.)
I have absolutely nothing against
romance, fun, kitschy cards, or even
discreet PDA (I'm talking quick
goodbye kisses and handholding here,
iirtsomethingfitforaHustler spread).
But let's at least be inclusive: as a
friend said to me yesterday, it's O.Kl
for someone to be gay on campus as
long as they don't let it show. We
could say the same for interracial rela-
tionships. This is the most profound
and important and wonderful oppor-
tunity for a different climate from my
previous schooling for which I could
hope: one in which healthy expres-
sions of affection and sexuality are
accepted and admired, not hidden be-
hind veils of"respectability" and "nor-
mality." By whose definitions?
Kristen Demaline is a columnist
for the Voice.
someone who vaguely, insidiously
slides up to our ideas and embraces
them? Can we not handle someone
with energy and intelligence, some-
one who tells it straight? Ofcourse we
need someone who agrees with us and
our vision of academia, but we need
someone with opinions of his own.
We need forthrightness and charisma,
but most of all, we need someone to
tell it like it is. Robert Marks for Vice
President of Academic Affairs. He
has the experience and the specifics to
prove it
Sarah Fenske edits the Features
section of the Voice.
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No compassion in politics
Reflections on the lack ofhumanity in political arena
What we often seem to forget
while studying political science,
international relations, and po- -
dekyl chungyalpa
litical theory is the non-abstra- ct.
We forget the human and the
non-hum- an forms of nature, we
forget the real, we forget the re-
ality of hunger, drought, sick-
ness, acid rain, poverty. We for-
get suffering.
You see,
the entire
LIEO (lib-
eral interna-
tional eco-
nomic order)
is based
upon certain
neoclassical
assumptions
where the "
"rational" is
right, exploitation of all resources
is something "natural," and profit
maximization is the ideal. In the
economic growth structure, there
is little room left for those being
exploited. The point that I am
trying to make here is that in our
economic structure, which is in-
herently hierarchical, there will al-
ways be the downtrodden, the los-
ers, the poor, the ones at the end of
the ladder. In an' international
market system where exploitaton
of natural resources has been the
basis of nearly all economic activ-
ity, what happens to countries that
have lost all of their "exploitable
resources"?
Furthermore, what is there to be
said about a system that artificially
Viewp
creates and sustains injustice with
primary-produ- ct oriented econo
mies, maintains structural
adjustement policies targetting
health and education cuts,
international debt, uses a concept
of GDP which does not measure
actual reality of environmental
safety, and produces homelessness,
hunger, and controls access to wa-
ter.
The answer to this, of course, is
sustainable development, though
In the economic growth structure, there is little
room leftfor those being exploited. The point that
I am trying to make here is that in our economic
structure, which is inherently hierarchical, there
will always be the downtrodden, the losers, the
poor, the ones at the end of the ladder.
that solution is also problematic.
Sustainable development reminds
me of the Holocaust. We built the
Holocaust museum, "we created
movies and books to remind the
world over and over again, and to
insure it never happened again.
Yet, we have failed, to prevent it
from happening because there are
holocausts happening all over the
world from Serbia to Iraq to China.
It is as though we have simply
assauged our collective guilt but
in the long term, while there has
been little change. Similarly, sus-
tainable development is still using
the pillars of neoclassism while
performing superficial plastic sur-
gery.
Our entire concept of sustain
able development is based upon
inequity... what hope is there for
many of the subsaharan countries
who have no resources left? What
hope is there for third world coun-
tries that have only their resources
to depend upon? Sustainable de-
velopment has not reached Thai-
land or Malaysia or even Brasil.
I believe we as a country need
to change our vision of develop-
ment. I hope for the construction
of a new definition for
de vleopment,
which includes the
wellbeing of all
living things, not
just of a certain
race or cuture or
species but an all
inclusive gather-
ing of beings that
are interdependent.
Yes, you may
call me an idealist
or even irrational but I would like
to ask who decided that rational is
the only right attitude? When we
assume that the state of nature is
brutal, nasty and short, maybe we
should look and see that it is not
population that is the problem, it is
resource- - distribution.-.Th- e ratio.-na- t,
the realistic 'are' just tertrts'cre-ate- d
to keep the rich rich, the domi-
nant dominant. What we have
forgetton is that the precedent set
by the rulers of a hierarchy is usu-
ally created to keep those rulers at
the top of the hierarchy.
dekyl chungyalpa is a guest
columnist for the Voice. The
author prefers that her name be
left uncapitalized in the byline.
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Top Nine Spots for ;
Woo-in-g at Wobster
Assistant Editor rates most interesting
andproductive spotsfor romance :
Mom's: equivalent to Wal-Ma- rt on
; the romance scale. , ;
Lowry: the only place that's less
romantic than Mom's.
Douglass Attic Rafters: not for the
: acrophobic, more for those who want;
to get back to their i tree climbing
:: evolutionary roots.
The Roof of McGaw: Who hasn't
been wooed or has wooed here?
The Holdeh Water Fountain: greatfor re-enacti- ng that kitchen sink scene
from "Fatal Attraction." : .
:f it.-- - Th Oak firnve: Woo's closest thim
to wtiereyou can act scenes from,18tf
century British novels. ,
IT
r L ;
; . vThe hallway between JVfateer and,, J
,
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?; Perfect rfpr;that precuror frhrase
v The 50-ya- rd line:.? insert rsconng" ;
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Tfir:nlfrftiipp? here vnu can lie on. 3;
'your back and star at the Stars ;., or ;
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maybe just lie on your back.;. , , ; ir- -
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Editor expresses disgust with sensationlism in media; claims
.
media clouds issues
.r- - r I didAA DM.IoPilate
I've made a New Year's resolu-
tion. It's almost two months late,
I realize, but some would say it's
better late
Julie Oliverio thannever.
I've decided to completely sever
my ties between myself and the
American news media industry.
Sound a little extreme, perhaps
even a little impossible? I agree.
But what has brought me to this
point is, I feel, a little extreme and
impossibly frustrating.
I went home this weekend, and
I should have known better, but I
watched the news. I also read the
local paper, and I was sickened by
what I saw. The media seems to
have adopted a new flavor of the
month regarding news stories, the
murder of six-year-o- ld JonBenet
Ramsay, child beauty queen out of
Boulder, Colorado. The child was
found bound with duct tape in h ;r
basement the morni ng after Christ-
mas, having been strangled and
sexually abused in what investiga-
tors are speculating could be a
cause of autoerotic asphyxiation
gone wrong. This is a tragic case.
It is tragic because of the death of
an innocent, especially a child, and
dia. the tragedy of six-year-o- ld
JonBenet's death is the death ot a
beauty queen. A six year old girl-wom- an
who could have grown into
the next Miss America, Miss
planet, Miss Universe and so on. .
I realize this is. a strong state-
ment. I realize some would dis-
agree with me, but the facts speak
the life of a beauty queen to be
the media decide to jump on this
cause.
Sadly, the case of JonBenet
Ramsay is only one of a long se-
ries of media-circu- s exhibits, in
which the sad truth of news is lost
among the sensationalist rioting. I
don't think I need to point out the
It is tragic because ofthe death ofan innocent, especially a child, and tragic
because of the involvement of sick and twisted sexual misuse and torture,
again, especially ofa child. Is the media choosing tofocus on either ofthese
facts? I think the answer there is obvious. '
tragic because of the involvement
of sick and twisted sexual misuse
and torture, again, especially of a
child. Is the media choosing to
focus on either of these facts? I
think the answer there is obvious.
Beauty. According to the me- -
for themselves. Children are
beaten every day. Children are
sexually abused every day. Chil-
dren die every day from abuse and
murder, but not until this, until the
perpetrators set up camp in a
wealthy suburbian home and take
evidence of this in the O.J. trial.
Media has lost the integrity of ob-
jectivity, and as a result I quit. It's
official. I vow to distance myself
from this unruly system. To break
ties with this unhealthy institu-
tion. In the tradition of Pontias
and the Voice, to wash m
hands of this sick phenomena.
At least until next week's issue
I like my job. Hell, I'm only s
journalist, after all.
Wanted:
Incredibly
creative,
terribly
opinionated
Viewpoints
writers.
Calljulie. x3528
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Visibility
The majority of students on this
campus prohahly grew up believing
Adrianne Zofchak
the defination of a couple to be two
people, one male and one female.
Any words relating to that topic,
dating, engagement, marriage, or
LOVE, automatically meant girl-bo- y,
or man-woma- n. This is tradi-
tion, this is the fairy tale drilled into
our heads since we were two. The
knight in shining armor sweeps the
princess off her feet and gives her a
big kiss, la la la. happily ever after.
So for the eighteen to twenty-tw- o
vears of our lives, heterosexual
;ouples have been so normal that no
ne even notices them.
Students are so accustomed to the
-- resence of heterosexual couples that
it was hard for anyone I talked to. or
myself for that matter, to recall no-
ticing said couples around campus.
It was the general consensus that for
he most part no one sees public
iffection or connection between
ouples on campus. Is this because
t doesn't happen, or because it has
--lecome so normal? I'm sure that it
Tappens even less with same sex
:ouples, because ifanyone saw pub-
ic affection or connection between
hem everyone would remember, and
iave something to say.
Valentine's Day sparks look at
Ah. love.
The oasis in the desert of life.
The horse we always get back up
o n
.
.
Ryan Murrey Manysplendora
thing.
Blah. blah. blah.
We've all been there, done that,
o of course I'm not going to be
:elling you anything you don't
Know or haven't already experi-
enced. But after a few
years of practice, I've
levcloped a couple of The
orinciples. theories if
'ou will, that help me reumonsnip.
o make sense of the good
verriding chaos that fruit,
revails in this area.
Here it goes.
stuff
you
The Pizza Theory of Relation
lips
The pizza theory goes something
.c this.
It's common know ledge that the
st part of the pizza is all the junk
rat's on top: cheese, sauce, spice,
cat (unless you're vegetarian),
ven fruit if you're especially ex-ti- c.
It's also common know ledge
hat everyone at least once in their
ife has thought to his or herself
Gee. I wish I could have a piza
hat was just cheese and sauce ...
irgel this crust stuff." And evcry- -
and tolerance important issues for gays
Really, most people would agree
that it is totally acceptable for all
.
couples to keep the major smooching
in the closet. Yet, one would think
that --when it does come out it would
come out with everyone. It does not.
--
;
3
-
Kari Martin '99 and Meg Toth '97
one at least once has tried to test
this invention of crustless pizza,
the result generally being that you
feel like your trying to digest a
bowling bowl.
Likewise, no man can live on just
bread alone. Crusty pizza is just like
it sounds: crusty.
Now compare the relationship
to everyone's favortie food: the
pizza.
The crust is the structure of the
crust is the structure of the pizza, just like sanity and rationality are the structure to
t r-- r J . f.'.. Ir. Unwlwmrm uf4M tn ttealf Tint rtnn1o thnt with
, Krusi, line sanuy unit riuutiuiwr, inn ui i,vui. ,r w"
ofa relationship...all the cheese, sauce, spice, meat unless youre vegetarian j anu
rve gotyourself one oj America s javorue jooas.
pizza, just like sanity and rationality
are the structure to the relation-
ship. Crust. like sanity and ratio-
nality, is boring when by itself.
But couple that with the good stuff
of a relationship ... all the cheese,
sauce, spice, meat (unless you're
vegetarian) and fruit, you've got
yourself one of Arnerica's favorite
foods.
.
The Mix Tape Theory of Seri-
ousness
A while back I had a friend who
was talking to me about the par-
ticular crush .she had.. The crush
Go to any dance, function, or even
an event sponsored by the Gay, Les-
bian and Bisexual Alliancejand you
will see heteroscxuality out in full
force: bodies close, lips poised and
the flirting' goes on. In fact, attend
mTt.'-:v..'..-- , - - -
)
share an intimate moment
had developed into a small affair,
and now that he had ended it, she
was particularly embarrassed by
the whole thing ... she was 25 and
he was 19. She was upset that she
had been so enraptured by some- - --
one so much younger than she and
after listing off a few things that
she had done for him to show me
that she had fallen a little too hard
for this guy, she lamented "I even
made him a mix tape!"
It was after this conversation'
that the mix tape theory of serious-
ness was developed. This basically
states that the more mix tapes ex-
changed by an individual to the
object of hisher desire, the more
serious the relationshipinfatua-
tion.
If you are having trouble under-
standing this theory, think of it
like a movie rating system, but
instead of stars use mix tapes. For
example, a one mix tape relation-
ship is easily forgotten, however a
five mix tape relationship is some-
thing that you wish would never
either the recent funk fest or the
infamous Winter Gala and you will
see the aforementioned missing af-
fection and connection. Some
people find it hard to dance in The
Underground when others are us- -
7
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relationship theory (
end. Anything over six results in
marriage.
Inverse Theory of Attraction
This theory does not apply to
relationships, but the beginning and
ending stages of a relationship.
(A note: this theory does not
belong to me. A certain Living Arts
editor thought it up.)
Simply put, the infatuation you
feel towards someone is directly
proportional to the disinterest that
same person has for you.
This relationship can best be ex-
amined by using a simple scale. For
example, let's say that you really
have the hots for someone. This
translates to a seven or an eight on a
scale of one to ten. By the Inverse
Theory of Attraction, that means
that this person is feeling a three or
a two for you. Feeling this lack of
interest, you back off for a while.
This provokes a response from the
other, and hisher infatuation
jumps up to a six or seven.
Eventually, a good, healrhy re- -
ing the space as their own personal
love-nes- t.
All of these things have their place,
somewhere, but it seems odd that
when Public Displays of Affection
do crop up here on our virgin cam-
pus it only occurs between two
people of the opposite sexes. Yes.
yes, that is what everyone is used to,
so why should it not occur only in
heterosexual ways? Because, that is
not the only kind of love and sexual-
ity which exists here or in many
other places for that matter. Every-
one deserves love in whatever form
it takes.
It is the opinion of homosexuals
on this campus that they also de-
serve as much visibility as rietero-sexual- s.
When you attend an event
where you feel you have the right to
get it on with your loved one and
homosexuals do not. why is that?
Who is making them so uncomfort-
able that they feel inhibited in show-
ing affection to their loved ones? Is
it just because they have more taste,
or is it because they have heard you
using homosexuality as an insult?
Now is the time for everyone to
consider their values and the unseen
consequences caused by their loose
and uncaring words.
Adrianne Zofchak is the
Illustrator for the Voice.
lationship will average out to five
and five, with occasional bouts of
sixes and fours, especially during
the month of February.
But let's say this relationship
takes a turn for the worse ... your
someone's four turns into a three,
maybe even slips down to a two.
This, as they say, is when the stuff
hits the fan. You fear losing this
person, and desperately and fool-
hardily try Anything to get she
back, making an ass of
yourself in the process,
the causing even more disin-terest on the other end.thi Since a house divided for
too long cannot stand, the
relationship . crumbles.
You give yourself time
to heal, and before you
know it. you're ready to torture
yourself again.
Well, there you go.
So, tonight, while you're eating
your pizza, making plans for that
next mix tape or wondering why
that other person won' t return your
phone calls, remember one thing:
Happy Valentine's Day.
Ryan Murrey is the assistant
Viewpoints editor of rA. Voice.
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A brief history of (surprise)VaIentine's Day
The true unauthorized story of how all this ecstasy really began
BRUCE CLAYTON
During the final days of summer,
in one of nature's most miraculous
phenomena, the leaves begin to
change from lush green to brilliant
shades of yellow, orange, and red,
announcing the arrival of autumn.
In a striking parallel, periodic
changes in the colors used to deco-
rate the display windows of Hall-
mark stores across the nation an-
nounce the approach of our beloved
holidays. The colors you'll find in
those display windows during this
time of year, namely pink, red, and
white, can mean only one thing: St.
Valentine's Day is upon us. Per-
haps you can sense the excitement
that this holiday generates. After
all, there is good reason to get ex-
cited. Of all the holidays we cel-
ebrate, Valentine's Day is the only
one that:
Results in more than 10,000
hospitalizations annually from al-
lergic reactions to chocolate.
Coincides with comedienne
Rosanne's wedding anniversary.
Gives us the opportunity to pub-
licly display pictures of naked little
boys (provided they are depicted
with wings and a small arsenal of
arrows) without fear of arrest.
Okay, so maybe Valentine's Day"
isn't quite as exciting as some of the
other holidays we celebrate. Never-
theless, it is definitely an American
favorite, especially among hopeless
romantics. It shouldn't surprise you
Features
other
to learn that this holiday has a long,
rich history which spans more than
two thousand years.
Saint Valentine is the name gen-
erally associated with two legend-
ary Christian martyrs, whose feasts
were observed on February 14 until
1969, when the Roman Catholic
Church dropped the feast date from
the church calendar. "Jeepers,"
you're likely asking yourself right
about now, "what could be more
romantic than two ancient Roman
guys dying for their religious con-
victions?" Well, off the top of my
head, dirt, for one thing. In fact,
there is nothing even remotely amo-
rous about the actual people for
whom the holiday is named. Why,
then, do we today associate
Valentine' s Day with love and court-
ship?
That association probably arose
from the coincidence of the tradi-
tional St. Valentine feast date with
the Roman festival of Lupercalia.
Celebrated on February 15, the
Lupercalia festival was held in honor
-- of Faunus, the god of flocks and
fertility, and was intended to ensure
the fertility of people, fields, and
flocks for the new year. The festival
commenced with a ritual sacrifice
of goats and a dog, after which I
swear I'm not making this up the
young men would race around, strik-
ing those they met with whips made
of the goatskins. Women who were
struck were supposedly ensured of
fertility and of easy, delivery of chil
Valentine's
dren. While the widespread obser-
vation of the Lupercalia lasted only
until the fifth century A.D., the fes-
tival still survives on most college
campuses in the form of fraternity
parties.
Because the contemporary sig-
nificance ofValentine's Day is more
closely related to the festival of
Lupercalia, albeit in a very disturb-
ing way, than to the feast of St.
Valentine, there is some confusion
among historians as to why the mod-
ern holiday of love took on the
tatter's namesake. While I have no
proof of this, I suspect it has some-
thing to do with the fact that the
phrase "Be mine, Lupercalia"
doesn't make a very catchy greeting
card message.
The historical development ofSt.
Valentine's day is a fascinating field
of study. The first documented
American celebration of the holiday
dates back to 1703. Historical
records indicate that a ship carrying
British colonists landed in Boston
Harbor on February 1 4 of that year.
We know from surviving notes and
diary entries that one. of the passen-
gers on that ship, John William
Ramsay, spent the better portion of
the trans-Atlant- ic journey at odds
with his wife, Margaret. Details are
sketchy on the nature of their argu-
ment, but apparently Margaret was
enormously irritated with John be-
cause he forgot to pack Margaret's
make-u- p prior to leaving England.
So, in order to make amends for his
Day Special
mistake, John, who was a confec-
tioner by profession and a floral
arranger by hobby, prepared for his
wife a bouquet of flowers and as-
sorted candy hearts with messages
like "I Love Thou" inscribed on
them. Margaret was so moved by
John's thoughtful ness that she for-
gave him. It's a really'good thing
she did, since he also forgot to pack
the couch, and wouldn't have had
anywhere to sleep if she hadn't for-
given him. Soon, other husbands
and boyfriends began to catch on,
and the rest is history. It wasn't too
long before Hallmark decided to get
its share of the profits, and then
things really took off.
This year, when you give that
special someone a little something
special for Valentine's Day, think
about how this momentous occa-
sion came to be. And also be thank-
ful that you don't have to worry
about getting whipped with a
goatskin.
the four stages or
( ::'
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A true romance from
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couple
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Songs for Lovers
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Untying the knot
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How to avoid 'heavy
JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
Our generation is forever hearing
about sex or the lack thereof in
the 1950s. Elvis and James Dean
practically oozed sex, but that was
okay. They were boys, and boys did.
Girls weren't supposed to, and if they
did, they weren't supposed to-lik- e it.
Everyone knew the rules.
Since we have not been granted the
same code of rules and moral lessons
as those before us, here are a few
excerpts, in honor of Valentine's day.
taken from the 1954 article "What
Teen-Age- re Want To Know About
Petting," by Frances Bruce Strain.
The article was from the book "Love
at the Threshold," which was pub-
lished by Appleton-Century-Croft- s,
Inc., in 1952, and published in "Com-
pact: The Young People's Digest."
Heed them well, but not loo well:
"For older young people touch,
approaches and responses present
another picture. The interest in each
other is still linked with recreative
activities. You still like to dance
and skate and play games, but it
makes a difference which man or
which girl is your partner. Affec-
tion and liking and a sense of own-
ership have buik themselves in and
around one person. One thinks in
terms of "my man and 'my girl.
The attachments have become more
permanent and exclusive. And with
this sense of possession comes de-
sire for deeper and closer contacts.
"People say girls are more affec-
tionate than boys. Ifyou don't agree,
make your own observations in re-
gard to personal contacts petting,
if you wish, In a movie theater a
couple come in and sit down. Whose
seat-bac- k is empty first? Which one
I'm through with women, Scot stud says
JODY PRICE
Valentine's Day is here! AH the
sweet, lovable couples on campus
are just so happy with one another.
They can't wait to give that special
Valentine gift to their significant
other, to see the smile light up the
face of their special someone. Even
usually lonely students are sending
valentines to someone they admire,
all in hopes of finding that special
someone. Well, that's all fine and
is crowding toward the other?
Whose hands are where? Does the
boy capture the girl's hand, or does
she capture his? In a drugstore booth
or at a table, which one is fluttering
and plucking and pecking at the
other? In a parked automobile,
whose head is drooping and where?
Girls are the petters. They like it and
"-
-
I
I
can stand more of it than boys be-
cause they are satisfied to begin and
end with caresses. Many women,
wives included, go through life on
such a basis. The light touch, the
fleeting kiss, meets every need."
"Girls must be sensitive ... partly
because their responses are slower,
and because for gallantry's sake a
man is not in a position to withdraw
good, but I've had enough!
I am seriously contemplating
giving up on women. Yes, it seems
drastic, but desperate times call for
desperate measures! With the onset
of Valentine's Day. which annually
serves as the great reminder of my
woman troubles. I feel even more
inclined to take a break. Why?
There are many reasons...
A wise woman once said.
"You're almost as tricky as me.
Jode." After applying this concept
the tour stages ofpieIpry
I lis alio2
necking':
from petting even should he very much
wish to. A girl never takes the initia-
tive in petting, and she always takes
the initiative in bringing it to a close.
That is her part, and if she is careful to
observe this rule, she will be surprised
how easy it is to carry out and how
much the boys will appreciate it.
"Everyone knows how difficult it
is to break off in the middle of things.
It can be a song in the throat, a
melody in your fingers on the piano
keys, a plot in a book. You are
absorbed, lost in the midst of iL
Cutting short the rtiythmic-response- s
of the sexual mechanism is a trying
experience. Nobody .wishes to suf-
fer the distress of incompleteness.
"How can one keep from going
to dating, I had a revelation. Inner
words lie the key ... the word
"tricky!" It's true, women can be
very tricky. I've dealt with my
share of tricksters this year, and my
patience is wearing thin.
I never have to watch what I say
around the boys. Ifone ofmy buddies
is getting a pot belly. I go ahead and
tell him about it. No hard feelings,
right? But when a girlfriend asks Is
my butt getting big?" or "Do I look
fat?, the pressure is on! If you're
foolish enough to say "yes" lo either
question, it's grounds for a stomp of
her foot and a horrible next few days
for your poor souL In other words...
welcome to the dog house!
How about the good old mind
game? Always a favorite ofwomen,
they reduce good guys like me to
blubbering fools. It seems some
women here at Wooster have mas-
tered the fine arts of temptation and
deception, and I don't like it one bit!
Ever hear the song "No Woman
No Cry" by Bob Marley? What
advice from the 50's
into 'heavy necking?" There are
certain situations that promote iL In
those situations you'd almost feel
uncomfortable and self-conscio- us
not to indulge, so if you don't want
to, better avoid the situations. Soli-
tude parked cars and lovers" lanes;
darkness dusky comers and moon-
lit gardens; proximity sitting close
together, on the couch or in the big
chair, idleness nothing better to do;
duration of time long stretch of
evening; mental set 'want to be
loved; silence no distracting con-
versation.
"Here's a pretty girl with soft
curve of cheek, a dainty dress, a trim
turn of foot and ankle. A good-looki- ng
young man, clean-cu- t, vir--
genius! My life is so much easier
when I'm not worried about im-
pressing the ladies by dressing nicely
or being a comedian. With no
women breaking us to their will, we
have no reason to shed a tear!
This should explain why Tm think-
ing of giving up women. AH the
trouble just isn't worth it. My life
would be so simple ... and yours
could too, men! What a tremendous
excuse for not dating anyone. "Why
aren't you dating," a friend might ask.
"Simply put. I'm taking a sabbatical
from women," will be my ingenious
response. It could be yours too.
So it's settled. It's time to take a
break from the fine art of chasing
women. I can feel the calm settle
through me as I utter those great
words. But wait a second here. I
just caught a glimpse of a blonde
beauty who looks like she could use
my company! I can't resist! Maybe
they deserve another chance?
Hmmm, I think I'll give up on
women another day...
ile. A fireplace with glowing em-
bers. A rug or two to stretch out
upon. A quiet room in an empty
house. Long silence between words.
A lonely, hungry feeling inside.
Well? Of course these two move
together. It is the perfect setting for
love-makin- g. But if there's no af-
fection, just a boy and a girl spend-
ing an evening together then you'd
better not stay too long before the
fire, or if you do you'd better keep
up a lot of interesting chatter and
turn on the radio occasionally."
"If a boy wants iopet and you
don ' care lo, how can you manage
not to? ...The first of your worries is
that you overestimate the difficulties
ofyour job: boys are not halfso eager
to pet as girls think, and they are quite
easily diverted if you will offer them
something more interesting. Much of
the petting that goes on is more recre-
ation, something to do. Set up some
new and engaging counter-attractio- n
a home bowling-alle- y, a canoe
that's being overhauled, even a base-
ball score over the radio and what
boy wants to keep on petting?
"On the whole, boys make few
mistakes in their judgments in re-
gard to petters and noo-pette- rs. They
know their girls, and unless they
themselves are very, very new and
untutored, they do not plunge, but
feel their way and know just about,
where each girl stands.
"At eighteen, nineteen, twenty,
twenty-on- e the great spiritual forces
of the love life manifest themselves,
the psychic aspect deepen, and pet-
ting as a casual gesture is no more.
One chooses to stop, to look ahead, to
wait, and to catch the approach of
love, true love, by surer and subtler
signs."
10 p.m. to
from the Ko.if.i of
Epsilon Kappa Orru'crQn
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Fate's cruel hand:
AMY CHIDIAC-COOPE- R
DAVE COOPER
The tender true story of the
authors 'life and love together, be-
ginning in New Jersey and culmi-
nating in marriage.
Amy and Dave were in seventh
grade together, though state bor-
ders kept them apart. It was near-in- g
the end of the New Jersey-Ohi- o
War. The year was 1988.
Amy's hometown of Ridgewood,
New Jersey had just bombed
Dave's hometown of Worthington,
Ohio for what would be the second-
-to-last time.
Dave, a 1 2-y- ear old kid genius
(by Ohio standards), was assigned
to infiltrate Ridgewood as an Ohio
spy. Specifically, the Chidiac resi-
de nee the center ofNew Jersey's
military intelligence. His mission:
take no prisoners; destroy every-
thing insight including the family
dog. Jasmine Chidiac. But first:
find out what kind of toilet paper
they use and also their battle plans.
He disguised himself as a door-to-do- or
paper clip salesman. You
know, the guys with the bright
orange one-piec- e suits and green
helmets with antlers on top. Well,
be was pretty convincing, and soon
had the Chidiacs literally eating
out of the palm of his hand. They
had ordered a lifetime subscrip-
tion to the designer paper clip-of-the-mon- th,
as well as a 12-oun- ce
Forget to a buy a gift for that special someone?
Features, as usual, has the answer
Clip-&-Se- nd Valentine's
Poem
just cut around the edges, sign your nickname
(Sweetie or Honey will do), whip it on through
campus mail, and wait for your sweetheart to
reward you with the proper gratitude.
It's a lazy lover's best aphrodisiac!
Brought lo yoa by Laden Holmes
To my beloved
bag of "Cool Ranch" flavor edible
clips. Dave also hooked them on
the new line of "fragranced" clips
for letting that-speci- al someone
know you really care about their
nose. They ordered the famed
musk scent because hey, nothing
is funnier than musk. (Of course,
by Ohio standards, the Chidiac
family were, in essence, morons.)
After having charmed the
Chidiacs, as Dave was about to
As Wooster College, steeped in snowy climes.
Is gripped in wintry struggles to survive.
Love at college finds, despite the times,
A warmth that keeps its students quite alive.
I met you, darling sweetheart, in the line
At Florence Wilson Bookstore: what a thrill
To take your books and let our arms entwine
(Although I got bankrupted by the bill).
Our date in beer-soak- ed Bissman's only topped
By quite the meal in Lowry, though they take
Both of us to Hygeia cause you've dropped
Unconscious from contaminated steak.
It's probably not how daddy met your mother
Love in Wooster' s not like any other.
the meeting of a
r
.'J
leave, his car conveniently "broke
down" in their driveway. It was
late, so the Chidiacs invited him to
stay for the night. Precisely as he
had planned!
However, fate had other plans.
Fate had other plans, indeed! Fate
indeed had other plans. Other plans
were indeed had by fate.
After a lovely dinner of pick-
led grapefruit, the Chidiac family
went down to the underground
Sor to (oik andkave 6y
LUKE LINDBERG
Seeing as how today is Valentine's Day, it seems
appropriate to print a list of the top ten classic rock
ballads of all time. All of these deal with love in
some aspect or another, so everyone can relate. Some
will bring back memories and others will be songs
you have never heard of, but they all remain classics
of romantic song writing.
10. Angie The Rolling Stones - One of the high-
lights of the Stones' 1 970s albums.
9. Melissa The AUman Brothers Band - From their
immortal Eat A Peach album
8. Beth KISS - written by drummer Peter Criss for
his girlfriend Lydia.
7. A Man IH Never Be Boston - a forgotten
classic from Don 't Look Back
6. Dancing In the Dark Bruce Springsteen - The
best ballad written in the 1980s
5. Wasted Time The Eagles - a beautiful cut
unfortunately overshadowed by the success of
Hotel California
4. Ten Years Gone Led Zeppelin - the best ballad
about the "first love
3. Scream Artful Dodger - for all of us that have
ever had tough break-up- s
2. Silver Blue and Gold Bad Company - Per-
formed this summer during an encore at the Bad
Company show at Blossom in Cuyahoga Falls
I. Rain Song Led Zeppelin - An absolutely
gorgeous piece of work. The first song I ever fell in
love over.
denotes greatest band of all time
iff.
battle station to go over the next
day's bombing. Since they would
need some paper clips while they,
plotted and organized, they let little
Davey into the briefing room to
demonstrate how the clips were used.
He told them to put the paper clips up
their noses.' Stupid Davey. Amy had
no choice but to be attracted to such
idiocy. And Dave revered Amy's
abundant intelligence. It was a match
made in purgatory.
Ten minutes later the Chidiac
family found out that Dave was
from the enemy, Ohio. When he
said, "Hey, it's funny how you are
letting me see your bombing plans
because I am a spy from Ohio,"
everyone laughed in agreement.
Then the Chidiacs seized the per
Ihe four stages of "J. ;
marriage
petrator known as Dave and locked
him in the "when a spy from Ohio
tries to fool us'" cage. The Chidiacs
kept Dave there with out food or
magazines. After a week and three
days Amy couldn't resist any
longer. Her heart went out to Dave
hearing his cries of, "I need my
TV Guide."
Late one night Amy tip-toe- d
down to the dark dungeon. She
said, "Hev, we're breaking outta
here."
Dave whispered hopefully,
"Who's there?"
"Someone who loves you very
much," Amy breathed.
Dave bellowed, "I pity the poor
fool who tries to keep us apart."
They stole horses from the next
door neighbor and made their
cape. They rode and rode through
the night until they came to an
abandoned red silo marked
"ABANDONED RED SILO." Un-
beknownst to them, that would be
the site of their wedding ceremony
one year later. Dave and Amy
proceeded to stay in the silo living
only on their love and lots and lots
of old corn. The wedding day
came with sunshine, happiness,
and corn. The guests: corn. The
gifts: corn. The catering: corn.
The rings: corn. The priest: corn.
It just so happened that the day
they ate their last piece of corn
was the day the New Jersey-Ohi- o
War ended. Finally they were free to
love each other without restriction
and without corn. Since they were
surrounded by only each other and
corn for years they really needed to
get out of that damn silo.
So, then they went to The Col-
lege of Wooster where they re-
main married to this Valentine's
Day.
U 1:1
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Breaking
SARAH FENSKE
There arc-- books thai say that dat-
ing is a mistake, that through its
inevitable rejection process, it de-
stroys our self-estee- m and deters us
from maturing into hcul(h). happy
adults. The logic is fairly simple,
but the idea is radical nonetheless.
When my dad suggested it as an
appropriate policy lor my sister and
me. we were understandably an-
noyed.' "Da-ad.- " we grimaced,
stretching the word into two syl-
lables as only voung adolescents
cjn do. "Of course we're going to
dale' That's so silly."
M father said. "Thjt's your
choice. Now don't come crying to
me w ith broken hearts." Gulp. We
chose dating, so we chose broken
heart- - It was that easy.
True to my word, 1 have never
gone to my father in the ihrtes of
romantic despair. That isn't to say I
haven't felt romantic despair; con-
trary to what I assumed when I be-
gan dating. I did not marry the first
guy I went out with. Breakups,
therefore, have been unavoidable,
and I have had to tough them out
without my dear old dad. Not that
Pops would have been very sympa-
thetic anyway: when I mentioned in
a letter home that I had stopped
seeing a particular guy. my dad
mailed back his congratulations.
"Not that we didn't like him." he
wrote. "It's just that we know you
can do better than that twit. "Thanks,
Dad.
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Valentine's Day dilemma: the bad timing of romance
COLLEEN DUNN
It's that time ofyear again. While
most students are surrounded by red
foil cupids and candy hearts. Voice
staffers labor on producing our an-
nual Valentine's Day special. In
preparation for this, Sarah Fenske
approached me and asked if I would
be willing to write an article about
love. Shocked, I stuttered back,
"But Sarah, anything I could write
.this point in my life would be
tremendously bitter. 111 look ter-
rible in front the entire campus in a
publication I edit. I'll look like even
up is hard to do, even if he
As the song goes, breaking up is
hard to do. Particularly if that twit
runs off and leaves us without our
consent. Dating wreaks havoc on
self-estee- m, but breakups, especially
those classified as "dumping," de-
stroy it. And what breakup is not
really a dump? A twosome does not
suddenly become a onesome unless
a) A cheats on 6 and B finds out, b)
A cheats on B and tells B that A
wants to leave B forC,orc) Athinks
B is lame. IfA really likes B and B
more of a fool than SGA does."
"But that's a good thing," she
replied. "We need bitter in features."
So shortly after a painful break-u-p
of my own and attempting to coun-
terbalance the veritable cornucopia
of crush articles we ran in Features
last year, as well as last semester's
now notorious article about the plight
ofcampus squirrels, I write bitterly
about love.
My love life has never worked
well with holidays or special occa-
sions. My ex-boyfri- end and I got
into a full blown, knock down, drag
out war on my birthday last semes-
ter, a fight that it took a six hour long
Bie four stages of
3 4
really likes A (unless A likes B yet is
convinced B doesn't like A, which
is another story altogether), there
will be no breakup. Let's not fool
ourselves. The only mutual breakup
is one in which both parties come
out totally depressed. "Amicable"
doesn't really cut it here. There are
no completely happy breakups; if
one party is happy at the end. that
tends to make the other party's heart
break even more violently.
There are things you want dur
distance phone conversation on
Christmas to resolve. I'm still try-
ing to explain to him the importance
of not forgetting Sweetest Day. And
I have never been in a relationship
on Valentine's Day.
It is
hard tode--
termine is hard to
why we
continu-
ally
continually place
place importance on
such great just a day. Like
on it, Feb. 14 is
what es hours long. We
determine why we
such great
what essentially is
the days precedingjust twenty-fou- r
still go to classes.
sentially is
just a day.
Like the days preceding it, Feb. 14
is just twenty-fou- r hours long. We
still go to classes. Wooster will still
be cloudy. But due to the fact that
the Hallmark, candy and flower
gods decide.d they could make
money off it, those of us without
significant others always feel hor-
rible on Valentine's Day.
This is why I believe that love's
timing can really suck. I know I'm
not alone in feeling this way. A
friend of mine has had three serious
relationships, .all .of. which .have. .
ing a breakup," my friend Jane says.
"You want the other person to look
miserable, so everyone knows he
really liked you. Then, you want
him to beg you to take him back."
This rarely happens. Jane, for ex-
ample, broke up with her boyfriend.
The next day, he was with another
girl. Jane tells me this was the worst
thing he could do; "It was like he
didn't care, and that made me so
mad. I broke up with him, but I was
the one who couldn't move on. It
ended the first week of February.
Never mind the friend whose boy-
friend got drunk at a party the week
before her senior prom and ended up
having sex with a classmate ofdoubt-
ful virtue. She swollowed her pride
and
went
with
h i m
These
are
a 1 1
fairly
fre
quent
occurrences. How many of our
friends have ended relationships with
their significant others just days be-
fore their respective formals?
Timing problems in love are not
exclusive to holidays and special
occasions. One of our very own
Wooster Don Juans managed to
hook up with three different women
from the same dormitory in one
twenty-fou- r hour period, an accom-
plishment which suited him just fine.
What he didn't count on was each of
.the women. involved figuring him
is a twit
was like he had wanted me to end
it." Ouch.
.
Every ended affair, in fact, seems
somehow like the end of the world.
"I thought he was the one." Kelly
says of a guy here at Wooster. Their
relationship ended when she unex-
pectedly walked into the Under-
ground and saw him hooking up
with someone else. "Me betrayed
me, but if he would have come back,
I would have taken him." I remind
her that the he in question was indis-
putably a jerk, and she pushes her
hair out of her face and gives me a
faint smile. "You don't think of
that." she says. She got over him,
but it took time. "All year." she
admits, reminding me of the nights
she spent face down in her pillow,
the radio blaring Indigo Starr.
There are all sorts of ways to deal
with breakups, and pain tends to
make us creative. Zack's long-tim- e
girlfriend dumped him over spring
break (this was right after she had
invited him home, and "I thought I
was going to get some," he says
mournfully). He coped with his
sadness by rollerblading around the
block 300 times. For those without
rollerblades, there is always beer,
fast random hookups, and sad songs,
but ultimately, it comes down to
what my friend Bjorn calls "sucking
up and dealing."
Sucking up and dealing. Just the
kind of solution my dad would have
liked. Just the sort of solution that
is, all too often, impossible. Trust
me.
out When all was said and done,
they decided it wasn't all that bad.
They just wish they had been his
exploits for one week, rather than
one day.
And it is impossible to forget the
could-have-bee- ns. It is a docu-
mented fact that while one is in-
volved an exclusive relationship,
there are always plenty of people to
date. Yet it seems that these
prospectives always fade into the
shadows the moment one is once
again available to pursue these in-
terests.
And as I write this amidst one of
our pre-sta- ff meeting stupors, the
Voice is discussing whether or not
we could better serve the paper if
we all gave up on love and sex.
despite the insistence by our news
editor that editorial board would
never pass such legislation.
Whether or not we would agree to
such a fate doesn't change the fact
that we never get out of our Lowry
dungeon long enough to pursue
romantic relationships.
Maybe we should all just go up-
stairs to the Valentine's Day breakfast
as a staff after our ritual Thursday all-night- er.
Jt might be our only hope.
n
t
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Theater puts on 'colored girls'
V
I
The cast of 'for colored girls' will
NAT MISSILDINE
The Theater Department will put
on a dramatic peformance of a col-
lection ofpoems by Ntozake Shange
titledfor colored girls who have
considered suicide when the rain-
bow is enuf." The performances
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take Shange's poems to the stage .
will be Friday, Saturday, and Sun-
day, at 8: 1 5 p.m. with an additional
matinee performance at 2:30 p.m.
on Sunday. The production is di-
rected by theater professor Dale
Ricardo Shields.
Shields, who has directed three
olavs at the College. "Man of La
x in111V1112'
Studying
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and Study Abroad
4--6 p.m.
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Mancha," "In Time," and "Rumors,
has described the play as "expres-
sions, thoughts and visions of life as
an African-America- n woman in
America. With the exception of the
opening night show, each perfor-
mance will be followed by a talk
back in which the cast will come out
and discuss the show with the audi-
ence.
The ensemble cast of "for colored
girls" includes Maha McCain '99
from St. Louis, as the Lady in Blue;
Mariama Whyte '97 from Shaker
Heights as the Lady in Red; Henrieta
Menzies '98 from Brooklyn, NY. as
the Lady in Orange; Pia Edmonds
'97 from South Charleston, WV; as
the Lady in Yellow; Kendra Sims
'98 from Youngstown. as the Lady
in Green; Justine Carr '00 from Foot-
hill Ranch. CA, as the Lady, in
Purple; and Jamila Atkinson '98
from Youngstown, as the Lady in
Brown.
Each one of the four performances
will be held in Freedlander's
Schoolroy Theater. General admis-
sion is $6. Tickets for senior citi-
zens are $2, student tickets are $2.50
and college personnel are $3. Tick-
ets are currently all sold out, but
waiting lists are available. To re-
serve seats, telephone the
Freedlander Box Office at (330) 263-22- 41
on Monday through Friday
between noon and 2 p.m. or 4 to 6
p.m.-an- d on Saturdays between 10
a.m. and 1 p.m
. "The wonderful thing that I want
to stress is that a lot of people came
together for this production," says,
Shields,"that's what makes it spe-
cial."
For colored girls" is produced by
Wooster's Department of Theater
with support from Wooster's Office
of Black Student Affairs, Black
Studies and Women Studies pro-
grams. Department of History and
Office of the Dean of Faculty.
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Pop American Style
offers real 'alternative '
ALLE PARKER
Writing about music is difficult.
So much of music is nonverbal, that
it is hard to capture the essence of a
song in language. I mean if songs
were meant to be distilled into words,
they would be books or poems or
plays or some kind of literature.
They're not though, so the essence of
a song can be inferred intrinsic in
music which allows it to reach the
listener in a way that no other medium
can. Once again, it comes back to
some form
ot nonver-
bal, nonvi-su- al Farfrom stale,
com-
munication.
come with a
styles that areThat na-
ture is why you guessing
reviewing the same time.
these groups
multiplicity of
sure to keep
and smiling at
records i s so
hard. One
often has to fall back on cliches and
trite expressions simply because they
have evolved to describe what mu-
sic means, and are thereby able to
provide some kind of assumed value
scale. This inadequate situation is one
reason why the word "alternative"
has become perhaps one of the most
overused and abused adjectives in
the whole of the English language.
"Alternative" is such a bland word,
and it really has come to mean noth-
ing. There are so many subgenres
within "alternative" that the word
itself is practically nondescriptive.
Take for example this week's record
"Pop American Style," which was
recendy released on March Records.
This compilation of forty bands fea-
tures some of the best performers in
all of pop music.
Now by pop, I do not mean
Michael Jackson or Madonna. In--
stead, I am referring to a subgenre of
"alternative." The liner notes of
"Pop American Style" describe pop
:AB Calendar
Feb. 14-2- 0
SundayFriday
Sweater Sale: Lisa's Wild : .
Woolies. LC Lounge from 9 a.rn.
to 6 pjn. " .
Band: Jady Kurrent, The Under-- . - ,
ground, 10 p.nu to 2 a.m.. The
cost is only .75. Wow! what a
deal!
Saturday - --"
Trip; To Chicago, LC 12 a.m., ,
Return at 2 a.m. on Feb. J 6, Price ,
is $25, Tickets at LC Info Desk t
Film: ."The Color Purple", Mateer
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. & 1 0:30 : -
',
-
,
'
-p.m. - ;- -
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in this manner, '"the songs have more
to do with melody, song writing, and
arrangement, than testosterone.".
Now, this single subgenre is able to
feature forty different bands per-
forming such diverse styles as bed-
room pop, bluesy pop, beach pop,
cuddle pop, sophisticated pop. lo-- fi
pop, and space pop. Talk about
confusing.
Well, it really doesn't need to be.
One listen and you'll agree that these
are some of the finest "you've never
heard of us, but we deserve recogn-
ition" hands
that you ve
encountered
in a while. Far
from stale,
these groups
come with a
multiplicity
of styles that
are sure to
keep you guessing and smiling at
the same time.
It honestly is an injustice to talk
about any of the bands, since theie
really isn't a weak offering on the
whole project. Bands like Allen
Clapp & His Orchestra and Shoe-
strings serve up dreamy songs with
plenty of chords and gorgeous fe-
male vocals. Beanpole is more girlie
oriented and Superdrag comes with
a rough, guitar fuzz sound. Elf
Power's "Spectators" is based
around piano chops and distortion,
while The Push Kings' "Memphis"
builds itself around the bass guitar.
I could go on, but there really is no
need. All of the songs are com-
pletely enjoyable. This is honestly
the best compilation I have heard in
over a year and a half. If you're
looking for documentation of what is
going on in the indie-po- p scerie,"Pop
American Style" represents an ex-
cellent buy. You really cannot go
wrong with this record. I promise.
Classic Film: "One Flew Over
The Cuckoos Nest" Where: --
Mateer Aud, 7:30 p.m.1 ,
'Tuesday ' - - j
,
!-
-
.
- '
-
Video: "Die Hard," at The ;
Underground, 8 p.m. v. - ' :
Wednesday -- i lw'
1. i - L J- - -- '
Comedian: Mike Venen- - ;n, The--
Underground 10 p.m. The cost is
only $.50. What a deal? --: -
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The uncut and unadulterated play is the thing
DAMON HICKEY
For most college students,
"Hamlet" is one of those great
works of literature which you se-
cretly wonder. "Just what makes it
so great?" Reading it is no substi-
tute for seeing it, but it's seldom
performed on stage. The movie
versions (Lord Olivier's, Christo-
pher Plummer's, Richard
Chamberlain's, and Mel Gibson's
being the best-know- n) are all
abridged. Mel Gibson, in particu-
lar, streamlined the play by cut-
ting it drastically.
So it's gratifying, but a little frus-
trating, that the first full-leng- th film
version of the play may never come
to Wooster, unless it's to the
College's film series. Performed at
its full length, "Hamlet" takes nearly
five hours, including intermission.
So why would Cinema-1- 0 in
Wooster show it w hen they could be
raking in money on two showings of
any other film, especially one that
appeals to younger teens? In fact,
the only movie house in Northeast
Ohio that hasn't followed that logic
is the Centrum Theater in Cleve-
land. '
Going to Cleveland n worth- - the
drive to see Kenneth Branagh's
are located at the corner of Euclid
Heights Boulevard and Coventry
Olson gives exhibit
NEWS SERVICES
Recent works by College of'
Wooster artist George Olson will be
exhibited in the lobby of the
College's Freedlander Theatre be-
ginning on Friday, Feb. 14. The
exhibit, which runs through Friday.
March 7, will feature more than 15
pencil and watercolor studies of
American prairie plants. Some of
the plants depicted in Olson's work
include Jerusalem artichoke, com-
pass plant, smart weed and wild rye.
Olson's interest in plant subjects
evolved gradually from his concen-
tration on drawings and paintings
based on the American landscape.
For the past several years, he has
focused exclusively on grasses and
wildflowers indigenous to the Ameri- -
can tall grass prairie, an ecosystem
."that originally covered millions of.
acres of the nation's heartland.
. "The search for subjects takes me
to savannas, prairie remnants and
restored grasslands, primarily in Il-
linois but also in Ohio and Mis-
souri," said Olson. "Like many plant
artists, I started by looking at typical
specimens that could be counted on
to provide predictable dimensions,
leaf shapes and colors. What I dis-
covered, ofcourse, is that each plant '
is a unique individual with its Own
set ofdeformities and discolorations
Road in Cleveland Heights. "Cov-
entry" is known as one of
Cleveland's funkiest neighbor-
hoods, with lots of interesting coun-
terculture shops and eating places.
The Centrum itself is a grand old
moviehouse in beautiful condition.
Before the evening showing we
attended, the manager came on
stage and gave free "Jude" CDs
and "Anthony and Cleopatra" play
tickets to people in the
audience who answered
his movie trivia ques-
tions Thecorrectly or came
on stage and recited pas-sag- es Branagh
from and
Shakespeare. The film, the
made in a breathtaking
70mm, shows up ex-
tremely well on the Centrum's
wrap-arou-nd screen.
Filmed on a British soundstagc
and at Blenheim Palace (home of
the Duke of Marlborough, who gets
a bit part as an attendant) in
Oxfordshire, Branagh's "Hamlet"
carries throughout a mood of im-
pending disaster. The landscape is
bleak, snow-covere- d (makirig it a
bit incongruous when Ophelia dies
amidst spring blossoms that she's
supposedly just picked), and omi
nous, the scene in wnicn Hamlet
;c6itfV6nts'tn'e' feho'st'bf his" father is'
...punctuated with shots of- smoke ris
ing through cracks, in the frozen
depending on the wind, weather and
soil. While these random variations
can be challenging and frustrating
to both the botanist and the artist,
they also can lead to some reward-
ing results in the finished drawing."
Olson has been a member of The
College ofWoosler faculty since earn-
ing his Master of Fine Arts degree
from the University of Iowa in 1963r
Since his first faculty exhibition in
1965. Olson has had more than 50
one-pers- on exhibitions, including 15
exhibits in London, England. His
studies of prairie plants were exhib-
ited in 1990 at the British Musuem
(Natural History). His most recent
shows have, been at the Chicago.
Botanic Garden, the Greater Lafayette
(Indiana) Art Musuem and at ML
Union College. His works will be
featured in group exhibitions later this
year and next year at -- the Chicago-Botani- c
Garden, the National Arts
Club ofNew York City and the Tryon
& Swann Gallery Ltd. in London.
Additional exhibits and work-
shops based on Olson's work will
be held in Chicago, where he will be
spending the 1 997-9- 8 academic year
on a sabbatical from Wooster. Dur-
ing his leave, he will be affliated
with the Newberry Library and will
be creating new plant studies based
on subjects found in the Chicago
area.
earth testimony to the torments of
hell that Hamlet Sr. suffers.
In contrast to this wintry land-
scape is the color and light of the
palace. The film is visually breath-
taking. Branagh usescloseups, pan-
oramas, and odd camera angles to
underscore the action. When Ham-
let delivers his famous "To be or not
to be" soliloquy, it is in a hall of
mirrors where he literally confronts
film is visually breathtaking.
uses closeups, panoramas,
odd camera angles to underscore
action.
himself with the added twist that
the mirror is two-wa- y glass behind
which King Claudius and Polonius
are observing him.
My only technical complaints
were Branagh's overuse of camera
rotation, in which the camera moves
around the actors in a circle while
they speak like a planet orbiting the
sun and the swelling music behind
his grander speeches. I found both
distracting.
The key performances are superb,
from some of the finest actors and
i actresses' ubf obr dayv 'Branagh is-- ' :
.... . .
,
.
'
neither understated norover-the-to- p
as the Prince of Denmark. Derek
Beat tKe Oscar Experts
Pick your winners for the 1997 Academy Awards. Circle the nominees you think will
be giving the teary-eye- d' speech and place your answers in the box by Lowry mailroom or
through e-m- ail to mi97nj96. AH answers must be in by Oscar night, Monday," March 24. ;
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Jacobi, who appeared in the BBC "I,
Claudius" series, is Claudius
again King Claudius, murderer of
Hamlet's father and seducer of his
mother. Julie Christie, best-know- n
as Dr. Zhivago's lover, returns to
the screen as Hamlet's mother,
Gertrude. Kate Winslet, who has
appeared in "Heavenly Creatures,"
"Sense and Sensibility," and "Jude,"
is touching and believable as
Ophelia, driven mad by
her lover Hamlet's rejec-
tion and his slaying of her
father. Brian Blessed,
who played Derek
Jacobi's father Augustus
Caesar in "I, Claudius,"
appears here as his big
brother, the ghost of the
murdered King Hamlet. A galaxy of
famous actors Billy Crystal, Jack
Lemmon, Sir Richard
Attenborough, Sir John Gielgud,
Rosemary Harris, Charlton Heston,
Gerard Depardieu, and Robin Will-
iams among them appear in cameo
roles.
But "the play's the thing," as Ham-
let observes, and it's the play that
comes across with such force in this
film. Hamlet is a man without any
good options. Is the ghost real or a
trick of the devil sent to ensnare him
rnto murdering his uncle the king?
Ist ihe sane or madjoit:..'His .uncle s crime:
has set the stage for tragedy, and
..Lies"
.-
-: Diane Keaton, "Marvin's Room"
'r Frances McDormand, "Fargo"
.
T Kristin Scott Thomas, "The En- -
glish Patient
..Emily W'at.son, "Er?aking t.1,
Waves"
.
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Hamlet can do nothing to avert it.
But what comes through in this
production is the fact that the trag-
edy of Hamlet and his family is also
the tragedy of the state. The abridged
versions of the play usually omit
the political parts (anyone remem-
ber Fortinbras?), which are so criti-
cal to understanding that this isn't
just some elaborate domestic crisis
in a dysfunctional family.
This play is about power at the
highest level, and how the ruthless-nes- s
ofone man, Claudius, ultimately
destroys himself, his family, and his
kingdom. So preoccupied is everyone
that they fail utterly to realize that
Denmark is being invaded and con-
quered by a foreign power. Even
Prince Hamlet speaks admiringly of
the conquering army's resolve, na-
ively assuming that it is simply pass-
ing through Denmark on its way to
conquer Sweden. He is dead before
the truth becomes clear. In a final
touch of irony, the invadersbury Ham-
let with military honors while they
tear down his father's statue.
Branagh's film is this generation's
"Hamlet," as Olivier's was for an
earlier generation. And in this ver-
sion, every word is there. Get a
carload of friends together and go
see it.
Damon Hickey is a guest colum-
nist and Director ofLibraries
Marianne, Jean-Baptist- e. . "Se--
" crets and Lies - -
. .
;
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Fishin' with Mac: Playing
RYAN MCALLISTER
How many of you guys and girls remember
fishing when you were children? AH you
needed was an inexpensive rod and reel outfit
with a small bobber and a hook tipped with a
big, juicy worm. Every fish caught even if it
was no bigger .than your worm, was some-
thing special, something to be proud of. Ah
yes, those were the days!
People these days tend to stray away from
the notion ofjust fishing for the sheer thrill
of it! Nowadays, it seems that in order for
a fish to qualify as a "real" fish, it must
weigh 10 pounds, jump three feet out of the
water, and strip 1 00 yards of line off your reel.
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Bored past and present sports editors rant and rave
Former editor rants about sports in February , Present editor raves about musical inspiration
Thefollowing is an encore presentation of
last year's Sports Editor's editorial about
February and the troubles it pose.
LUKEZANNONI
This is probably my least favorite time of
the year for a variety of reasons. First, it's cold
and I hate the cold unless there is snow on the
ground. Second, it seems that the snow we do
get is either way too much orjust enough to be
appreciated for its beauty on one day and then
loathed for ten days when it turns to nasty
slush, third, academically we are in that
annoying time between winter break and
spring break hated for the reasons men-
tioned previously and now despised due to
the fact that it means I have a whole bunch of
IS to get done. But, one of the main reasons
that I hate this time of year is that nothing is
happening in sports worth talking about.
We are now stuck squarely in that time
known by sporting fans as the time between
the Super Bowl and March Madness. This is
more commonly called February by most
people who are able to base their lives on
something other than sports. I could base my
life on something more constructive than
sports, but then I wouldn't have anything to
write about I could write about my IS, but
every time I mention that I am a chem major,
this seems to shut most people up. For those
people that I do talk to about it, I end up
simplifying it to "spots good, no spots bad." It
doesn't matter if you do or do not understand
that statement because it has everything to do
with my IS and nothing to do with what I am
trying to say. I honestly believe that what I am
trying to say is definitely more interesting
thatn my IS, but Itiigress ...
Okay, I should learn to accept the fact that
the Super Bowl is over. But it was just a few
days ago. I can remember spending my Sun-
day like a lot of other people in this world
watching the Super Bowl. I really wanted the
Steelers to win, and they didn't (just in case
you didn't know, I thought I would mention
it). But hey, like most people I tuned in for the
commercials as much as the game. In fact,
ESPN on their ESPNET page took a survey of
the commercials that people liked best. The
winner? The Nike pee-we- e football commer-
cials edged out my personal favorite, the Pepsi
commercial with the Coke delivery guy who
spills all the cans on the ground. Regardless,
I need to accept the fact that it's over.
It's over. There, I wrote it. Statement of the
problem is the first sign of recovery.
So, now what can we talk about. Basket-
ball? What level, pros? Let's face it, the Bulls
are going to win it all, it is just a question of
how many games they can win. College
hoops? The Wooster-Wittenbe- rg game is past,
so now we just wait until NCAC toumement
time. Division I, college hoops? My favorite
Di v. I team, Purdue, is tied for first in the Big Ten
with Penn State and Michigan State. Who
cares? All that matters is in March when the
NCAA bids come out We could talk about
hockey, but frankly the regular season in hockey
is basically like baseball spring training since
just about everyone makes the NHL playoffs.
As for baseball, spring training just fills up my
empty tanks of optimism about the Cubs'
chances of winning the World Series. The
Cubs then promptly turn around on opening
day and start draining those tanks over the
course of six months, heell, even tennis has
nothing to talk about until the French Open.
I thought that maybe this was just a US
problem so I got on the 'ole internet and tried
to find something else to brighten my sporting
interest Aberdeen Football Club just lost to
Motherwell on Tuesday 2-- 0 in the third round
of the Scottish Cup. They've turned their
season around since last year and are in third
place in the premier league. Down south a way
from there Newcastle's football club is leading
Jhgeir division proving that Newcastle can pro-
duce more thanjust a fine tasting beverage. But
no one really cares because this is happening
in another country and it's soccer.
Honestly, I don't think I am alone on this
thought I believe that there are others who
would agree with me. Magic Johnson picked the
best time to come back. He'll get more attention
right now then he would at any other time. I
wouldn't be surprised if the NBA paid him to
come back in order to maintain excitement now
that the Bulls have the title seemingly in hand.
So. where does this bring us? It brings me
to the conclusion that the next time I have to
fill space in the Sports section that I should
either write more articles like one about track
or that men's club volleyball team. (I do
believe they lost but everyone I ask responds
with, "We played really bad, isn't that
enough?") OR, I could write about my IS.
Okay, that's what I'll do! You see, I didn't
have spots which is bad because ...
It is no longer just a recreational sport rather
a fierce competition to catch the biggest
fish. For example, many fishermen and
women are paying --hundreds of dollars to
catch one blue martin in the Gulf ofMexico.
There are also tournaments offering $50,000
in cash prizes.
Now don't get me wrong I would dearly
love to hook into a real lunker. However, I
think that people should fish because they
love to, not just for monetary awards. I fish
simply for the pleasure of it. Fishing gives me
a chance to get away from the stress of school
and relax. Even, if the fish are not biting I still
enjoy myself because I am in the great out-
doors. For me, one of the most exciting
LUKE LINDBERG
Music is an integral part of modern sports.
Entrenched in our society and reflective of our
culture, music has touched professional and
amateur athletics. Just as the Rocky films
spawned the career of the poor 80s band
Survivor, displaying their classic "Eye of the
Tiger," music has become closely intertwined
with sports. Fronwpersonal experience and
other avenues of research, everyone has expe-
rienced the power of music as it relates to
athletics.
Let me tell you a story. Last season our
high school soccer team got a new coach and
a new attitude. In previous seasons, we went
winless, won one or two games here and there
and had no real motivation. The first time we
had any real motivation when we brought in a
new coach who turned our program around.
And as we built upon our team unity, we
each came up with a song to play during home
game half hour pre game workouts. We didn't
include any garbage music such as rap or
alternative stuff that just depresses you be-
cause it's so bad, but rather we focused on the
real meaty classics by bands that actually got
people excited about participating.
The album started off with ACDC's "Hell's
Bells" and eventually concluded with Led
Zeppelin's masterpiece "In the Evening." Also
on the album were classics like Kiss' "Deuce,"
The James Gang's "Funk 49," and Rush's
"Working Man." All these songs are upbeat
and act as good motivational tunes. By the
time the game began, we were ready for any-
thing. We usually jumped out to one and two
goal leads, even against teams that were better
than us skill .wise. We had no business com-
peting at these monsters' level, but our music
had prepared' us well.
This stands as a testament to the power of
music in sports. Not only were we better
prepared for the game by getting excited, we
were more well equipped to handle the stress
of big matches. In my freshman, sopho-
more, and junior years of high school, ner-
vousness set in all the time no matter how
many games I had registered under my belt
Music can not only be relaxing, it also has the
power to excite passion into people about
athletics.'
Allow me to draw a parallel. When people
go out --on dates, the mood has to be right I
aspects of fishing is not knowing what will
happen once you throw your line in the water.
Will you catch a thrashing five pound channel
catfish, a feisty eight ounce bluegill, orjust an
old rubber boot? In the end who cares, as long
as fun was had by all.
One of my fishing heroes is Toad Smith
(God rest his'soul). He exemplified the notion
of fishing for the love of it. Toad once had
heart surgery and had to have a piece of his
heart removed. Now Toad was not one to
waste things, so guess what he did with this
piece of heart? Yes, indeed, he used it as bait
and caught an eight-poun- d catfish. I do not
want to promote the use of human body parts
for bait but I do want to illustrate how much
wouldn't recommend blasting KISS as you
cruisedown the highway with yourdate on the
way to a romantic, candlelight dinner. What
most people do is put on something soft and
let the mood take their date away. The
wrong type of music would ruin the date
just as playing Jimmy Buffet before a soc-
cer game would make you play 1 ike a bunch of
gimps.
District finals last year offered us another
chance to let the music take us away. We were
matched up against a team that was bigger,
stronger, and more experienced than we were.
We knew it, they knew it and both coaches
knew it as well. Being a captain my senior
year, and not wanting this to be my last
game, I took it under my wing to get the
team pumped up because if we didn't get
,
excited, we would have no chance. I real-
ized that if this other team came out under-
estimating us, and if we came out with fire in
our eyes, we could quickly take advantage of
the situation.
So on the bus ride over to the opposing
field, which was about an hour away, I hooked
our tape deck up to the bus' sound system and
blasted testosterone filled classics. From AC
DC's "Thunderstruck" to Foreigner's "Juke
Box Hero," we shut up and listened to the
music all the way to the game. When we
finally arrived, I could see that I had accom-
plished my mission. Our team was excited
.
. and ready to play. We gave this team a serious
run for their money and jumped out ahead,
just like I had wanted to do. And although
fatigue and a lack skill finally caught up with
us, we showed the world that any team can
accomplish more than they think because of
- the power of music.
To draw a parallel to the Wooster commu-
nity, at the men's basketball games, think
about what the antics and music of the pep
band do for the team's spirit Whether they're
.playing the "Imperial March" from "Star
Wars" or "Black and Gold," those ladies and
gentlemen get everyone hopping and the other
team cowering.
So from Queen's "We Will Rock You" to
John Fogarty's "Centerfield," music has been
at the heart of sport for as long as I can
remember. Exciting teams and fans and men-
tally preparing athletes for competition, mu-
sic will continue to be at the cornerstone of
athletics for as long as sports continue to
exist.
some people do love to fish, myself included.
Fishing is a recreational sport that can be
enjoyed by people of all ages regardless of
experience. So get the old rod and reel outfit
together and just fish. Make sure that you
contact your local gaming official for good
fishing locales and official licencing infor-
mation or you may face a $75 fine. Just
remember a bad day of fishing is always
better than a good day of classes. Good
Fishin'!
Ryan McAllister is a student angler and
guest columnist for the Voice
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Volleyball at-ON- U
Club team places third at tourney
MICHAEL SUSZTER
Last Sunday, the men's club vol-
leyball team traveled to the home of
the Ohio Northern Polar Bears. The
sixteen team competition was ex-
tremely impressive since the host
Ohio Northern, was ranked sixth in
the nation last year among division
three club teams. The Fighting Scots
fought their way to an impressive
four wins and two losses during
the round robin play in their pool,
which was comprised of Ohio
Northern, Youngstown State,
Bowling Green State University,
and Wooster.
This second place seeding in their
pool earned them a trip to the first
round of the playoffs. During the
first playoff, Wooster matched up
against an extremely impressive
Wright State squad. The Scots quickly
learned that if they play as a team, they
can beat anyone. The Scots took the
first two games from Wright State
Scot indoor track
Continued from page 16
time of 2:38.2.
The young legs of Mia Rapier 00
and Cristina Randzin '00 served
Wooster well as they finished first
and second, respectively, in the 300
meter dash. Rapier won the event in
46.5 seconds and Randzin was on
her heels with a time of 47.1.
On the men's side, Jamie Falquet
'98 won the event in 38.8. Sir Louis
came out ofnowhere to finish fourth
with a time of 40.1.
The Wooster women once again
dominated in the 3000 meter race.
Ellen Freeman '97 and Julie Heck
97 showed off their senior leader-
ship on their way to a one-tw- o
finish. Freeman sped away to the
quick time of 11:16.2 and Heck
Lakeside Laundromat Welcomes College Students!
Come and enjoy a quiet and clean atmosphere study or
play some video games while you do your laundry. - '
OQ QQ
Mon.-Sa- L 9 a.m.- - 9 p.m.
It CALL FOR
ft DIRECTIONS! d
345-975- 4 It
Sua. 11 a.rru-- 9 p.m.
and that was all they needed to
advance to the quarter finals where
the University ofDayton was wait-
ing. The Scots dropped the first
game of the match to the scrappy
Flyers. This did not discourage the
resilient Wooster squad, who
stormed back and quickly took the
second game of the match with in-
tensity.
This forced a third and deciding
game, which was played with inten-
sity from both sides. The lead changed
hands several times, with the Dayton
Flyers finally coming out on top 16-1- 4.
This loss did not discourage the
Wooster players. The Scots know
that third place in the Ohio Northern
University tournament is an accom-
plishment on which something posi-
tive can be built on.
This Sunday, the team will travel
to Ohio Wesleyan where the Scots
will face Ohio Wesleyan and
Earlham.
put forth a solid effort finishing in
11:29.4.
The Lady Scot 4x400 team lost its
first race of the year to a fast Kenyon
team. Their time of 4:33.4 was 4
seconds shy of the winning time put
forth by Kenyon. However, the
men's team eeked out a victory to
clinch the meet win.
Both teams travel to their lasl meet
before conferences at Ohio North-
ern University this Friday. They
will be facing offagainst both NCAC
and OAC rivals such as Otterbein
and Wittenberg. With another strong
team effort, the men's and women's
indoor track teams should be in se-
rious contention in both the ONU
meet on Friday and the NCAC cham-
pionships which begin on February
28th.
We offer 30-- and 40--
as well as single load
washers for only
$1.00wash.
Drop-of- f service
also available
Located at Melrose
Trailer Court
Lot 148
Lady Scots tackle the NCAC
Battle Witt and Allegheny in key conference games
LUKE LINDBERG
After playing two of their last
three games in the comfort ofTimken
Gymnasium, the Lady Scots hit the
road for two straight NCAC matches
this week. The First stop would be a
Friday night match-u- p with confer-
ence powerhouse Wittenberg, who
posts an impressive second place
standing in the NCAC Trailing only
undefeated Kenyon in the rankings,
the Tigers were hoping to sharpen
their teeth on the Lady Scots last
Friday.
At the outset of Friday s
game, it appeared that the
Tigers were going to have
the upper hand all the way.
Jumping out to an early 9-- 0
lead and causing coach
Roxanne Allen to call a time out, the
Tigers were in good shape early on.
After the time out, however, the
Lady Scots slowly began to find
their shots. Katie Hank '00 sank the
latter half of a two shot foul to put
the Lady Scots on the board at the
17: 14 mark. A slow but impressive
come back soon followed. Pulling
to within 14-- 5 at the 15:22 mark and
14-- 8 at the 13:18 point, the Lady
Scotswere beginning to frighten the
host Tigers.
Kate Nederostek '00, displaying
the youthful squad that will be lead-
ing the Lady Scots in the years to
come, nailed a jumper at the 9:16
mark to pull Wooster within 24-1-7.
The remainder of the first half
slightly favored Wittenberg, with
the Tigers owning a ten point ad-
vantage at 36-2-6 at the half. Hank
led the Lady Scots at the hal fwith an
8 point total Suzanne Roberts 99
added 5 and Nederostek and Heather
C t WcI
p-trlorx"jer-
i. 1 un t'cs
pl.:ce at Westminster
Church House from 10-- 2.
Two for one special at
Scot Lanes. Friday's :
bowling is 12 off until
your heart bursts with : .
fun. : ;
While there, register for '
Scot Lanes t annual High
Score Triathalon. ' ;-'- -."' ;
Registration lasts until
Feb. 20. Win a $20 gift
certificate!!!
Dales '98 each threw in four.
The second half featured more of
the same see-sa- w battle that was so
evident in the first half. Kate
Montague'99 started off the scoring
with her first basket of the game.
The Lady Scots, led by Montague
and some superb underclassmen
play, pulled within 37-3- 0 at the 1 9: 1 5
point as Montague added a layup.
The Tigers then staged a small rally
of their own, however, as they
pushed their lead back up to a ten
point advantage. Consecutive three
Wooster played some of their best
basketball in this match-u- p and that
mindframe was looking to carry over.
pointers by Kate Hank and Angie
Ellis 99, however, cut the
Wittenberg advantage to 46-4- 2. A
Katie Montague set of free throws
made the Wittenberg lead a mere
two points and brought to the Lady
Scots the hope that they could upset
the Tigers at home.
Witteneberg, however, slowly
began to push their lead back up to
a larger advantage, never looking
back as they owned a nine point .
lead at the 4:21 mark. Although
Katie Montague added 15 points
in the second half, it was not
enough to propel the Lady Scots to
victory as they dropped a 63-5- 5
final. This loss dropped the Lady
Scots' record to an overall 10-1- 0
mark. Their conference mark also
dropped to 7-- 6.
Looking to recover from this loss,
the Lady Scots travelled to Allegh
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eny to face the Gators in another
conference match-u- p. After defeat-
ing the Gators at home on January
15, the Lady Scots werelooking to
repeat this performance as they con-
fronted the Gators on the road.
Wooster played some of their best
basketball in this match-u- p and that
mindframe was looking to carry
over. The Lady Scots did manage to
prevail, in fact, as they registered a
65-5- 8 victory. This win brought the
Lady Scots' record back up to a
mark of 1 l-1- 0and jetted their NCAC
record back to an im- -
pressive 8-- 6.
Although the game
did register a victory
in the Lady Scots
"win" column, it did
not come against a
NCAC bottom dweller such as
Oberlin or Denison. Allegheny,
coming out of the blocks with a
vengeance, proved they were not
going to merely fade away into the
night.The tough Gator team made
it clear early on that Wooster would
have to scrape and fight for each and
every basket
Each of the two meetings be-
tween the two teams this season has
equalled an exciting match-u- p, with
the Lady Scots generally perform-
ing well on both ends of the floor. In
each game, both Kate Montague and
Suzanne Roberts '99 led the Sqots
both on and off the floor. Superb
play, however, did come from Katie
Hank, Erin Gertz '00, and Heather
Dales '98. In the recent 65-5- 8 vic-
tory at Alleghenyt, the Lady Scots
proved their impressive team unity
and overwhelming heart.
HELP WANTED
MenWomen earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings in
your local area. Call 1-5- 20-
680-789-1, exLC200
SPRING. BREAK
CRUISES
Mexico 5 day $409
Caribbean 7 day $599
Taxes, and airfare or coach
service not included.
Call: 1-800-9- 55-2905
Travel Bug Adventures
SEEKING FINANCIAL
AID?
Don't limit your possibilities for
financial aid! Student Financial
Services profiles over 200,000
individual awards from private
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ext. F55621
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Ellenwood '99, seeing his first
considerable playing time this sea-
son, grabbed some key rebounds
and hit a key jumper to rally the
Scots. With some crucial free-thro- w
conversions, Wooster was leading
24-2-3 at the half.
The high-intensi- ty defenses of
both teams forced many poor shots
and this was reflected by each team's
first half field-go- al percentages.
Both teams shot 32.1 percent More
importantly for Wooster, the Scots
shot only 22.2 percent from three-poi- nt
land which significantly af-
fected their game plan.
The start of the second half pro-
duced an offensive explosion from
both teams. Wittenberg's second
halfscoring began with Jamel King's
jumper and the Tigers never lost the
lead. By 17:30, Wittenberg was
holding a five point lead.
Down the stretch, Wittenberg
maintained their narrow margin.
They kept Wooster down by deny-
ing them their normally devastat-
ing inside game and Wooster's
point men couldn't seem to pick
up the necessary slack with three-pointe- rs.
As the game wound down,
Wittenberg simply executed more
effectively than did Wooster, espe-
cially on the charity stripe. In the
final minute, as Wooster fouled to
keep the win within reach,
Wittenberg shot 6-- 7 from the free
throw line to clinch the Wittenberg
victory.
For the game, Ro Fernandez '97
lead all scorers with 20 points fol-
lowed by Wittenberg's power for-
ward David Walker who ended up
with 18 points. Wittenberg effec-
tively neutralized the Wooster big
men. AfterRyan Gorman '99 scored
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"Slick" Wittenberg Tigers leave Fighting Scots seeing red
JOE ALLEN
Last Saturday, the men's basket
ball team traveled to Springfield,
OH to redeem an earlier home loss
against its arch-nemesi- s,
Wittenberg. Wittenberg was atop
the NCAC conference standings and
Wooster had to win this game to
stay in the regular-seaso- n champi-
onship hunt, especially with Denison
losing on Friday night Unfortu-
nately, the same problems plagued
the Scots as in their previous meet-
ing and Wooster ended up losing
61-5- 7. The Scots rebounded on
Wednesday night in an exciting 77-7- 5
overtime win in front of the home
crowd in Timken Gymnasium over
another NCAC rival, Allegheny
College.
The Fighting Scot basketball team
knew a few things going into last
Saturday's game against its arch-
rival Wittenberg in Springfield.
They knew that it was going to be a
tough defensive battle. They also
knew that they would have to stop
Wittenberg's Jamel King and David
Walker. Since Wittenberg plays
such-- tenacious defense under the
i i .i c i i ..
would have to be sharp in their pe-
rimeter shooting. Most of all, the
Scots would have to come out strong
and execute on both ends of the
court
Unfortunately, they didn't stop
Witt's big men, their perimeter
shooting was rather poor, and their
execution down the stretch was not
as good as their opponents.
Wooster has characteristically
started off like a bullet in the open-
ing five minutes of each of their
games. This normal spark was
extinguished by Wittenberg. Af-
ter Wooster won the tip and missed
their opening shot, Wittenberg's
Walker opened the scoring with a
short jumper. Wooster's Rich
Hochstetler '99 answered with a
three-pointe- r, but then he went cold
for the rest of the game shooting a
disappointing 1 -f- or-10 from be-
hind the three-poi- nt line, his usual
trademark.
The game went back and forth for
most of the First half. The tempo
was moderate with a patient half-cou- rt
offensive game plan for both
teams.
With 7.-0-0 to go in the first half,
Wittenberg went on a 7-- 0 run over
the next two minutes. However,
John
a career-hig-h 30 points the previous
Wednesday, the Wittenberg defense
held him relatively quiet with six
points and four rebounds. Greg
Morris '97 tried to compensate with
13 points and 10 rebounds.
The loss dropped Wooster to 1 6-fi- ve
overall and 9-- 4 in the NCAC.
In order to receive a good seeding
in the upcoming conference tour-
nament, Wooster had to recover,
regroup and prepare for
Wednesday's game against Al-
legheny. Allegheny shocked the
Scots on Jan. 15 with a 54-5- 3 home
win.
The cameras were once again roll-
ing at Timken Gymnasium with a
Mansfield television station doing a
story about the raucous cheering
section that apparently is becoming
notorious. The game had plenty of
opportunities for heckling especially
after the opening tip.
After winning the tip and scor-
ing the game's first points, the Scots
returned to their normal ways and
exploded in the opening 5:00. By
the 1 4:23 mark, Wooster had a 1 5--4
lead and it looked like Wooster
was on their way to an easy vic-
tory.
The Scots maintain a comfortable
lead throughout most of the first-hal-f.
However, Allegheny had a
surge toward the end of the half and
cut the Scot lead to single-digit- s.
Wooster went into the locker room
with a seven point lead.
Wooster again came out strong in
the opening 5:00 of the second half
and rebuilt a 14 point lead with
14:11 togo.
Unfortunately, Allegheny broke
Wooster's momentum and whittled
away at their lead. Wooster, once
again, had trouble handling the pres-
sure defense and turned the ball over
on numerous occasions. This lack
of execution combined with the
worst set of officiating seen in re-
cent NCAC history, which sent Al-
legheny to the charity stripe 1 6 times
in the second half alone, allowed
Allegheny to tie the game with :39
to play.
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Wooster had control of the ball
and had time for one final play.
Fernandez took the ball and at-
tempted to get a free shot as the shot
clock wound down. As the clock
ticked 'off its final seconds,
Fernandez shot a desperation shot
that caromed off the backboard wi th-o-ut
hitting the rim. Allegheny called
a time-o- ut and then the officials
placed an additional two seconds on
the game clock.
Allegheny attempted to i inbound
the ball with :03 to go, but the pass
carried out of bounds on the far side
of the court. Wooster imbounded
the ball to Gorman whose last sec-
ond shot missed, sending the game
into overtime.
Fernandez started out the over-
time period with a three-point- er from
the top of the key. Allegheny's
three-poi- nt star Jake Delsandro tied
the game at 71 from the top of the
key. For the next two minutes the
two teams exchanged baskets and
Fernandez hit two crucial free-thro- ws
down the stretch.
Wooster broke the game's sixth
tie with Fernandez dishing the ball
inside to Gorman who nailed the
jump hook to put Wooster up 77-7- 5.
Allegheny's drove up the court
and dished the ball to Kevin
McGarrah who drove through the
paint and tied the game with ten
seconds to play.
Wooster imbounded and got the
ball to Morris who came up with his
biggest shot of the season as time
expired.
Thus, Wooster avenged their ear-
lier loss and narrowly escaped with
the 77-7- 5 victory which raised their
season record to 17-- 5 and their
NCAC record to 10-- 4.
The key to this game was
Fernandez's cool composure at the
point He finished the game with 1 5
points, 8 assists, and four steals.
Wooster also took advantage of their
size and strength advantages down-
town. Morris finished with 1 5 points
and 12 rebounds and Gorman lead
all scorers with 19 points and nine
rebounds.
TT U
What made this game so close
was Wooster's inability to handle
the Tigers pressure defense.: If
they are to be successful down the
road. Coach Moore and his team
must figure out how to break this
defensive tactic. Further, Allegh-
eny took advantage of the shoddy
officiating and shot an impressive
74.2percent from the charity stripe
to keep themselves within striking
range.
The Scots continue their home
stand tomorrow night at 7:30 when
they host the Fighting Quakers of
Earlham. In their last match-u- p at
Earlham, the Scots cruised to a 75-6- 0
win? Then, the Scots have an
entire week to prepare for their final
regular-seaso- n game against Ohio
Wesley an on Feb. 22. Then, it's off
to the conference tournament and
then who knows??? See you at the
game!!!
stats courtesy of News Services
Curling
continued from page 16
nity most people don't have."
Thus, if you see Drew around
campus, congratulate him on his
accomplishments, and, if you ask,
he can tell you everything you
would ever want to know about
curling. Maybe the plans for a new
Fieldhouse could include space for
curling and it could further en-
hance Wooster's strong Scottish
tradition. If President Hales can
increase awareness of badminton.
Drew Gibson can put curling in the
Wooster sports repertoire. Here's
hoping ...
Thanks to Brian Grindall for all
ofhis help with this story
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Drew Gibson 99 competed at the
Wooster indoor track
JOE ALLEN
Woostcr's indoor track teams ex-
ercised their dominion over the
Lords of Kenyon last Friday e veni ng
in convincing fashion. The men's
team finished the meet with a 62-5- 0
victory and the women sank
Kenyon with a score of 73-5- 1.
This meet again exemplified the
team-orient- ed nature of the Scots.
With each meet. Wooster's teams
gain more and more respect within
the NCAC as the conference meet
quickly approaches.
Kenyon might as well not have
even competed in the shot put com-
petition. On the women's side.
Wooster took the four top places
and on the men's side. Wooster
swept the first three places. For
sensational sophomores Tracey
Wilkes and Deidtra Reid, it was just
another one-tw- o showing with
throws of 36'4" and 35'9.5 re-
spectively. Amber Green 97 and
Ebony Green '97 used their wonder-
-twin power and finished third
The
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national curling championships
and fourth respectively.
In the men's shot put competi-
tion, Jody Price 00 won his second
consecutive competition with a
throw of 4 1 5". Josh Martin 00 put
forth his best effort of the season
and finished second with a throw of
40' 1 1 ". Ryan Dansak '00 also threw
well and finished third with a throw
of39'3".
Apparently, the reputation of the
pole vault crew preceded them to
the Kenyon meet since Kenyon
didn't even have any competitors in
the event. The Scots had to compete
amongst themselves. Tim Sir Louis
'00 won the men's competition with
a vault of 12'0", followed by Jeff
Pattison '99 who vaulted 11 '3". In
the inaugural showing of the
women's pole vault team, Krystal
Mohn 99 won it with a vault of
6'3". Sarah Kruse '99 followed
Mohn's performance with a 56"
vault which placed her second.
With these impressive showings,
Wooster continued its dominant
presence in the field events. Thus,
WoosterSports
Curling:
JOE ALLEN
When many people think of curl-
ing, images of coiffured hair jump
into their minds. However, when
Drew Gibson '99 thinks of curling,
be thinks about the unique sport
played on ice in which he placed
third at last week's junior national
championships.
When asked how he became in-
terested and involved with the sport,
Gibson recounted how both his fa-
ther and his older brother were ac-
complished curlers, so it was only
'natural that he too would be ex-
posed to the sport. He said, "Curl-
ing just comes naturally to me and
I've never found it hard to do."
Gibson can speak with such con-
fidence since he has been curling
since the age of 8 and this year's
national championships were his
fourth. In his first two nationals, he
and his team finished third and they
finished seventh at last year's na-
tionals.
This year's national champion-
ships were held at the Chicago Curl-
ing Club in Northbrook, IL which is
relatively close to Gibson's house
in Lake Forest- - As captain and skip
for the Illinois state team, Gibson
teams lord over rival Kenyon
the runners had to put forth equally
impressive efforts in order to main-
tain Wooster's lead. Naturally, they
rose to the challenge.
The women's 4x200 team nar-
rowly beat Kenyon with a time of
1 :58.0 which narrowly defeated the
Kenyon squad by 0.1 seconds. The
men's 4x200 team won in more con-
vincing fashion withatimeof 1:38.5.
beating the Kenyon time by over
seven seconds.
I n the 1 500 meter run, the Wooster
women sped to first, third and fourth
place finishes. Megan Panek 97
won the race with a time of 5:09. 1
with Beth Shell '98 running to the
third place finish with a time of
5:29.2. Sarah Antel '00 finished out
the Wooster effort with a time of
5:41.8 which earned her the fourth
place finish.
Brendan McCabe '99 once again
demolished his competition in the
men's 1500 meter run. With a time
of 4:21.5, he polished off his sole
Kenyon competitor by 45 seconds.
After winning the pole vault.
Voice
a Scottish
lead his team to'a third place finish
losing in the semifinals to the even-
tual national champions from Min-
nesota. Because of their various
schedules, Gibson and his team only
had two weeks to prepare and in his
words, "Our team lacked cohesion."
However, this makes the ir third place
finish all the more impressive.
Interestingly, curling is an ancient
Scottish sport which developed in
the 1500s. Back then, the Scottish
lads and lasses would hurl stones
across a pond and try to get it close
to the center of a circle they had
gouged in the ice. Needless to say,
the game has really evolved since its
early beginnings.
In modem curling, two teams of
four players the skip, the vice-ski- p,
the lead, and the second slide 42-pou- nd
rounded stones (with attached
handles) down a 1 25 foot long strip
of ice toward the button, the fixed
center of a circle called the house.
The house has twoconcentric circles
surrounding it and they are used to
judge the relative distance from the
button. The two teams' leads de-
liver the stone and the goal of the
sport is to get your stones closer to
the button than all ofyour opponent's
stones. One point is awarded for
Mohn was not finished winning
events for the afternoon. She won
the 55 meter hurdles with a time of
9.5, and teammate Heidi Buffington
came in a close second with a time
of 9.9.
Not to be outdone, Damian
Dollard '98 sped through the 55
meter hurdles with a time of 8.2
seconds in an exciting race. Dollard
narrowly beat his two Kenyon com-
petitors for the win.
Kenyon actually did win a few
events, but the Scots kept their lead
with strong second and third fin-
ishes. In the men's 400 meter dash,
Tony Kauke 97 was edged out by
0.2 seconds in his second place fin-
ish. Allen Weaver '99, fought off
the pain and rounded out the scoring
in the event with a time of 58.0
which placed him third.
Niccole Cook '00 won the
women's 400 with a time of 1 :08.3
beating her Kenyon competitor by 2
.
seconds. Julie Morrison '98 fin-
ished third with a time of 1 : 1 1 .9.
Wooster showed that it was qual
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each stone belonging to one team
that comes to rest nearer the button
than does any rival stone. Each
team can score up to 8 points perend
and a game usually lasts ten ends.
A salient aspect of the game is the
use ofbrooms to melt the ice. Sweep-
ing clears the ice of debris and melts
it slightly. This ensures for a longer
throw and a straighter one. This
becomes crucial when trying to
knock the opponent's stone out of
the way or simply try ing to get your
own stone closest to the button.
If this seems like a complicated
sport, Gibson advises, "You really
have to see curling to understand
it."
Gibson has one more year of eli-
gibility in the junior ranks. He hopes
that he can actually get past the
semifinals at next year's champion-
ships in Wisconsin. After his junior
eligibility expires, he hopes to con-
tinue competing in the men's divi-
sion.
Gibson concluded by explaining
why he loves curling so much. He
said,'"I participate because it's such
a unique game and it's an opportu- -
Please see CURLING, page 15
ity, not quantity, of competitor that
wins races in the 500 meter dash.
Laurie Cappel '99 won the women's
race in 1:25.9 and Scott Walker won
the men's race in 1:10.5.
Melissa Eging '98 showed that
she is still one of the fastest women
in the conference in the 55 meter
dash. She won the event with a time
of 7.7. Mohn finished third with a
time of 8.1. The men's pole vault
duo of Sir Louis and Jeff Kinat '97
showed off their speed and versatil-
ity on their way to second and third
place finishes in the 55 meter dash.
In an exciting running of the
men's 800, Wooster's Scott
Greenaway '00 placed third after
being narrowly beaten by two
Kenyon runners. His 2:06.3 time
was just two seconds behind the
winning time.
Catherine Rath-Cour- se y '99 also
ran well in her 800 meter run. She
placed second in the event with a
Please see SCOT INDOOR
TRACK, page 14
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